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RF:PORT OF THE DIRECTOR 

George A. Rounsefell 

Expansion of Gulf of Mexico fisheries The Gulf of Mexico fisheries are 
still expanding steadily. In 1959 the total catch exceeded one billion pounds 
(1,137,000,000), which was greater than for the entire Pacific coast. The 
Gulf share of shrimp, the nation's Inost valuable species, was 64 million 
dollars out of aU. S. total of 73 million (raw catch at dockside). Three of 
the 5 Gulf states ranked among the first 8 of the 50 states in value of fishery 
landings during 1958. This rapid expansion offers a challenge; can we gain 
sufficient knowledge about the fishes and their responses to natural and man.. 
induced changes to lllaintain and increase the yield from. these rich waters? 
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GULF OF MEXICO FISHERIES 

Research highlights of the past year 
Early larval stages of penaeid shrilp 
were identified and described for two 
species at the Galveston Laboratory 
and for another at the University of 
Miami under research contract. 
These advances in specific identifi-
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cation are unportant toward estimation of the abundance, seasonal occurrence, 
and distribution of larvae of the several chief species of shrimp. 

Ail initial allotm.ent permitted us to start sorely needed work on the 
effects of insecticides on a broad spectrum of estuarine species. Tests of 
several of the chlorinated hydrocarbons show that shrimp, especially larvae 
and juveniles, are extreluely sensitive to som.e insecticides. Thus, endrin 
was found to be toxic to juvenile brown shrimp at only 5 parts per billion! -Lindane, dieldrin, heptachlor, and sevin were toxic to juveniles at 
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concentrations ranging from. 8 to 27 parts per billion. Endrin is toxic to 
post-larval shrimp at only one.half of 1 part per billion and lindane, at 
~ parts per billion'. 

Of great value to our red tide research is the systematic saznpling 
ofa lunited area for nUIllerous enviromnent.al factors, COIrunenced in 1958. 
During the past year of heavy rainfall, large nUlIlbers of red tide organislus, 
and some fish lnortality, we have for the first tune secured detailed informa . 
tion concerning the complex hydrographic conditions preceding, accompany. 
ing, and following a red tide outbreak. In the laboratory we have developed 
a virtually inorganic culture medium to facilitate critical experUllents OIl 
the nutrition of the red tide organislll. 

Over 4,000 cOlnpounds have been screened in an effort to find a 
practical poison for the red tide dinoflagellate. Several are llluch more toxic 
than copper sulphate, but all compounds must be tested for any effects on other 
marine fauna before contelnplating field experituents. 

Gulf States Marine Fisheries COlnmission The lueetings of the Commission 
at Corpus Christi, Texas, and Mobile. Alabama, were attended. The meeting 
at Corpus Christi was preceded by a conunittee meeting at the Rockport Labor_ · 
atory of the Texas Game and Fish Commission at which the programs for 
staining shrimp for migration studies were reviewed. The Conunission later 
indorsed the Conunittee IS recoulluendations concerning allocation of colored 
stains, minimum nUlIlbers to release, and payxnent of rewards. At the Mobile 
lneeting Dr. ROllnsefell reviewed recent advances in fede ral shrimp research 
and participated in the Shrimp Panel. The Estuarine Technical Coordinating 
COllunittee of the COlllll1issioll COlllposed of state and federal biologists is 
preparing maps showing fishery and other uses of the estuarine areas of the 
Gulf from Texas to Florida. The Committee is also maintaining a list of un
published estuarine research data. 

Southwest Field Committee of the DeparbIlent of Interior The Seventy_ 
First Meeting of the COllunittee was held at the Galveston Biological Laboratory 
in October. The melnbers were given an account of the Bureau of COlIUllercial 
Fisheries research activities, especially as related to the impact of water 
development plans of the U. S. Study Commission, and other agencies, on 
the estuarine environment. 

U. S. Study Coxmnission .. Texas The purpose of the U. S. Study Conunis_ 
sion _ Texas is to approve water_use projects which best meet the state and 
national interests. Project plans of such agencies as the U. S. Bureau of 
Reclaznation, U. S. Corps of Engineers, Texas Board of Water Engineers, and 
the Texas River Authorities will be studied and evaluated by the Conunission. 
The Conunission has created planning and advisory conunittees to study speci
fic aspects of these plans. The U. S. Bureau of Conunercial Fisheries is 
represented in the Fish and Wildlife Collaboration Group of the Conunission. 
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Other members of this committee include the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries, 
Texas GaIne and Fish COllunission, U. S. Bureau of Rec1aInation, U. S. Corps 
of Engineers, Texas Board of Water Engineers, U. S. Forest Service, a.nd the 
U. S. Soil Conservation Service. There have been three meetings of this Col .. 
laboration Group to discuss the availability of fish and wildlife data pertinent 
to the Study Commission's activities. The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 
has been requested to report to the Cmnmission on the effects of the proposed 
water use projects on lnarine and estuarine organislXls and their environments. 

Work conferences During the year, conferences on various Gulf engineering 
projects were held with staffs of the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wild .. 
life, the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Department, the Texas Game and 
Fish Commission, and Texas A. and M. College. These included: (1) Missis. 
sippi River.Gulf Outlet Project with conferences in Galveston, Texas; and New 
Orleans and Hopedale, Louisiana, (2) Lake Pontchartrain Hurricane Studies in 
Galveston and New Orleans, and (3) Texas River Basin Studies in Galveston, 
Austin, and Rockport, Texas, and Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

A conference on insecticide research in Galveston was attended by 
Dr. Victor Loosanoff of the Milford Biological Laboratory, Dr. Philip Butler 
of the Gulf Breeze Laboratory, and Dr. K. M. Rae and Mr. A. W. Collier of 
Texas A. and M. A priority listing was prepared of the insecticides to be 
studied. 

Public Relations A staff member of the National Geographic Society spent 
2 weeks at the Galveston Laboratory taking lnicrographs of red tide organisms 
and obtaining other technical data as a basis for a forthcoming article. Pure 
cultures of red tide organisms were sent to Dr. Bernard Abbott, University of 
California in Berkeley. Cultures of red marine bacterium toxic to fish were 
sent to the Torry Research Station of the Scottish Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research. 

The Laboratory's marine exhibit at the annual Galveston Home and 
Garden Show at Moody Center March 24-26 contained fish specimens, aquaria 
of live fish and marked shrimp, illustrations of phases of the work, and sarn-

• 

pIes of collecting equipment. 
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SHRIMP FISHF:R Y INVESTIGATION 

Joseph II. Kutkuhn, Chief 

Three areas of study concerned with measuring some portion of 
the shrimp resource, commanded attention during the year. These were: 
(1) larvae and post-larvae; (2) juveniles; and (3) adults. An nnderstanding 
of the dynamics of each population phase constitutes the basis ~or establishjng 
sound resource manageznent. Such programs embrace the goals of (1) pre .. 
dicting yield and, correspondingly, (2) apportioning exploitation so that, 
under prevailing and anticipated environmental conditions, commercial shrimp 
populations will sustain themselves at maximum production levels. 

A znajor impediment in studying larvae and post-la.rvae has been 
an inability to distinguish between species. Signuicant advances in specific 
identification of penaeid larvae can be reported for the past year. Early 
larvae derived from known parents have been described for two species at 
this laboratory, and for another at the University of Miami, the latter work 
having been. done under contract. At this writing, prospects of obtaining 
coznparable results with several other species appear very good. 

Studies of abundance and distribution of penaeid shrimp larvae 
in the Galveston area proceeded as outlined in our 1959 report. A year's 
intensive systeznatic plankton sampling ended in March. Awaitingspecific 
identification are penaeid and other shrimp larvae whose sorting is well 

• 

ahead of schedule. 
Juvenile commercial shrilnp occur in estuarine environments 

where they are exploited for sale as sport fishing bait. A survey of bait 
shrimping' in Galveston Bay is providing information on (1) the numbers 
caught, and (2) their numbers relative to those before and after occupying 
the so · called nursery area. An estimate of early natural ITlortality appears 
possible. 

By marking and releasing juvenile shrimp on known nursery areas, 
and noting where they are later recaptured, boundaries of the nursery areas 
for the pink shrimp supporting the important SanibeI-Tortugas (Florida) 
fishery are gradually being set. This technique offers promise of circum.. 
scribing habitats and hence populations of commercial shrimp in other Gull 
areas. 

Other studies are concerned with (1) shrimp growth, with the aim 
of eventually being able to sort commercial and research vessel catches 
into their component broods or age classes through indirect aging, this, 
in turn, FerIIlitting estimation of adult-population. mortality rates; and 
(2) routine analyses of commercial shrimping statistics as applicable in 
studies of population dynamics and industry economy. 
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Experiments in Rearing Shrimp Larvae . , . 

Ray S. Wheeler 

. 

The young of many decapod species commonly occurring together 
in Gulf waters are noticeably alike in size and structure~ . Understandably, 
this fact greatly complicates studies of the dynamics .of individual species' 
populations. Considerable effort is being made to differentiate commercial 
and related varieties at corresponding developmental stages. Three methods 
of securing necessary material have be'en tried. Briefly, these are: 

1. Rearing penaeid larvae of known parentage under laboratory 
conditions from eggs naturally fertilized and spawned, a record being main-
talned of all morphological changes occurring between molts. 

2. Rearing penaeids of known parentage under laboratory condi-
· tions from egg,s taken from gravid females and artifiCially fertilized with 
spermatozoa obtained from mature males, a record of subsequent morpho
logical changes being maintained. 

3. Rearing unidentified penaeid-like larvae collected in plankton 
· nets to an · identifiable stage, a record of all morphological changes being 
· kept as described above. 

Mature specimens of ninepenaeids, Penaeus aztecus, f. duorarum, 
f. setiferus, Sicyonia spp. (2), Xiphopeneus krgSyeJ;"i-, Trachypeneus similis, 
1:.. constrictus, and Solenocera atlantidis; two carids, representatives of the 
Families Hippolytidae and Pandalidae; and one stomatopod, Sguilla sp. , have 
"been intermittently maintained in the laboratory with special attention center
ing upon f. aitecus. Information supplied by local commercial shrimpers . , 
and Bureau of Commercial Fisheries statistical agents was helpful in deter-
mining when and where gravid females of all species could be most easily 
obtained. These were collected with conventional shrimp trawls fished for 
short periods to prevent inj ury from compaction. Ripe adults were brought 
promptly to the laboratory, the water in their containers being frequently 
changed en route . . 

. Pairs, trios, and groups of four or more shrimp were kept in 
separate aquaria supplied with continuously filtered sea water of about 30%0 
salinity. Water temperatures ' maintained in different aquaria ranged from 
200 to 300 C. Diet and light intensity were also varied in attempts to induce 
maturation and spawning • Daily samples of bottom deposits from each 
aquarium were examined microscopically for eggs. Laboratory observations 
over a i-year period revealed that: 
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1. Gravid females in an advanced stage of lllaturity usually spawned 
or aborted within 48 hours after being brought into the laboratory. 

2. The ovaries of gravid females not fully mature gradually re. 
gressed and never again attained spawning condition despite all attelnpts to 
induce it. (SpeciInens of several species were IIlaintruned in the laboratory 
for periods ranging from a few months to al most a year. ) 

. . 

3. Hormones (e. g •• ' pregnenolone. testosterone propionate, and 
pituitary powder) injected into individual specimens. mixed with their food. . . . .. . 

or dissolved in aquaria water had no apparent effect on adult shrimp of either 
sex. • • 

• • 

4. Molts occurred at regular intervals ... usually at night. 

5. Mating. which involves transfer of spermatophore from male 
to female, takes place ' in the conflnesof laboratory aquaria. 

, . . . 
. 

Eggs were obtained from incipient spawners of all species brought 
• • 

to the laboratory. In each instance an arOu,nd-the~C1ock schedule was main. 
tained to care for . spawn and any larvae hatched therefrom • . Larvae of~. 
aztecus andXiphopeneu:skr~yeri were reared through a varying number of 
naupUal instarsto Protozoea I. Larvae fr()m eggs of~. duorarum were car. 
ried to Nauplius I.' Eggs of all othe.r species failed to hatch, probably because 
of infertility. ' . ' . . . 

The primary difficulty experienced in rearing larvae to any stage . .' '" 

was an inability to cont.rol predaceous microorganisms. mainly-ciliates, des. 
pite the use of filtered water in holding aquaria aDd the frequent changing of 

. 

sterile. water r~aring llledi~ E:lq>erirnentsin, which various chemicals were 
. . 

tested for their capacity-to controlxnicroorgan:ism'fl have thus far been unsuc. 
ce s sful. . Concentr ationl! sufficient to checkxnicro zoanp <>pulations proved 

. . . . 

lethal to Shrimp larvae. . . ' . 
Attempts to fertilize g.az~cus a n dl'., setiferus eggs artificially 

are not yet successful. '. . .. '. . . ..... " 

Post-larvae ofl'.aztecus, tOmm. long when collected and reared 
E ' • , 

through successive inoIts, attained a length 6f 38 lIuil. within 6 weeks. Best 
growth was obtained .by feeding lllaxiInal am.ounts of brine shrimp (Artemia 

'. E 

sp. ) larvae; poorest growth with a pure algal (Skeletonema sp. ) diet. 
Though several species have been reared successfully from eggs to 

Protozoea I and. in one species. from ah early post-larval to jUYenile stage. 
material representing interluediate jnstars (ProtozoeaII •• early post..l<irvae) 
is still lacking • . However. in view of steady progress being made in improving 
rearing techniques. it appears to be a matter of tirue before gaps in our knowl
edge of the development of each species will be closed. 

8 
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Abundance and Distribution of Penaeid ShriInp Larvae 

William C. Renfro 

Any program concerned with gaining a better understandin.,g of pop .. . 
ulation dynamics needs knowledge of the size of new broods as they are produced 
periodically. Study of shriInp population characteristics involves critical ap
praisal of stock-progeny relationships and estimation of natural mortality dur .. 
ing early developInental stages. 

A study was implemented in early 1959 to explore the possibility of 
assessing brood sizes and describing distributional patterns during larval and 
posWarval stages. Its initial phase,systematic; plankton saznpling in waters . 
adjacent to Galveston Island, was cOIIlpleted in l.iarch. Samples were taken 
with appropriate gear from. each of three depths (5 feet, 2.0-30 feet, and bot
tOIU): (1) once weekly at 16 stations located on transects radiating seaward 
from Galveston Entrance, and (2.) at least twice weekly froIn 8 stationS main_ 
tained in Galveston Entrance and Bolivar Roads. A few saznples were also 
taken in San Luis Pass at the westerXJ, end of Galveston Island. 

During the 53 weeks between the first samp~ing cruise on March 17, 
1959, and the last cruise on March2.l, 1960, offshore stations were occupied 
41 tiInes and inshore stations 115 ti:i:nes, A total of 3, 163 plankton samples was 
collected, 1,508 froIn offshore stations and 1,614 from Bolivar Roads .. Galveston 
Entrance. Seven cruises to San Luis Pass yielded 41 saznples frOIn that area. 
Because of tixlle and cost, sampling at this location was discontinued in August 
1959. Processing of samples consists of Inicroscopically exaznining the con
tents of each sample (or known fractions thereof) and sorting out all penaeid.
like fonns. Specific identification of these will follow as soon as methods for 
doing so are devised. 

To date 18 percent of the plankton samples have been exaznined. 
Although Inost penaeid-like larvae cannot be specifically identified or their 
stage of developInent designated,some general stateluents based on InateriCll 
sorted thus far can be made. Twenty Nauplius II taken at a depth of 2.0-30 feet, 
15 nautical Illiles offshore on May 8, 1959, represented the eariiest larval 
stage noted at any regular collecting station. The 'earliest larval stage found 
in Galveston Entrance was represented by 2.5 Nauplius IV taken during June 
from a depth of 5 feet just off the Galveston Jetties. Post-larvae as long as 
8 InIll. were occasionally taken at those stations farthest offshore but were 
IllOst abundant at inshore stations. Mysis I and II were frequently taken at the 
latte r stations. 

The table provides a crude indication of the relative abundance of 
penaeid_like larvae at two depths. It lllUst be emphasized that these are pre .. 
lixninary data obtained froln notes Illade during sorting operations. No correc
tion has been made for volUlnes of water sampled, and designation of develop
Inental stages is tentative. Regarded as Ininuual, the figures represent un .. 
adjusted counts of penaeid.-like larvae collected at offshore stations froIn depths 
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of 5 and 20-30 feet during seven cruises made between March 24 and July 15, 
1959. Speaking provisionally, they suggest that more larval stages were 
present at mid-depths. And, although comparable data are not yet available, 
results of collections made on the bottom indicate that representation of 
all penaeid larval stages is, on the average, even better there. Discount
ing possible phototropic responses, all early larvae appear to be predisposed 
to transport in the lower depth strata. 

. . 

Bathymetric distribution * of penaeid-like larvae sorted from 
plankton saIIlples obtained during seven cruises off Galveston: 

~arch-July 1959 

D evelopInental 
stage 

Nauplius I-ill 
. Nauplius I.,V-V 
Protozoea I .. III 
Mysis I 
Mysis II 
Post-larvae 
All stages 

* Bottom saIIlples not yet .sorted. 

Surface 
(5 feet) 

o 
150 

6. 100 
Z, 350 

900 
250 

9,700 

'Depth of collection 

, 

Mid-depth 
(2.0-30 feet) 

50 
100 

12..400 
5,300 
1,000 
1,000 

19,850 

To provide data complementary to those secured through sampling 
the deeper waters adjacent to Galveston Island, a routine survey of conditions 
in corresponding shore,.zone areas was initiated during the year. Collecting 
gear consists of a small,.mesh nylon "beam" trawl with a l ... foot, fl-Inesh 
plankton nel: fitted to its cod end. Started in NovelXlber 1959. this survey en-

, ' . . 
tails saIIlpling the plankton twice weekly at a single station located on the sand 
flats just inside the south Galveston Jetty. It will permit monitoring late-
and post-larval stages of penaeid shrixnps as they pass through Galveston 
Entrance to inshore nursery grounds. 

The first penaeid post-larvae appeared in a saIIlple taken January 8. 
They were taken in slnall numbers until the 2nd week in ~arch when they began 
to appear in greater numbers; peak abundance occurred froln lnid .. ~arch to 
Iuid-April. ,Post_larvae collected during the latter part of ~arch and reared 
to an identifiable size in the laboratory proved to be brown shrimp, Penaeus 
aztecus. These observations corroborate the sequence of events in this 
species' life history outlined by other workers. 

• 
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The Sanibel.. Tortugas ShriInp Fishery: 1956_1959 

Joseph H. Kutkuhn 

In 1956 the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries initiated a compre. 
hensive collection system of shrimp statistics in the Gulf of Mexico. A 
considerable Inass of data on cOInmercial shrimping and catch has since 
accumulated. Gross analyses of these statistics now perzl.lit us to doculnent 
(1) the basic structure of exploitable portions of defined .shriInp populations, 
and (2) the nature, efficiency, and effects of shriInping practices. The fol.. 
lowing discussion briefly suznmarizes what is revealed by statistics of com. 
Inercial operations involving a single species inhabiting a small portion of 
the Gulf's extensive shrimping grounds. 

Description of the fishery First undergoing intensive exploitation about a , 

decade ago, the pink shriInp (Penaeus duoraruzn) population occurring off south.. 
west Florida has since supported a valuable cOInmercial fishery. Arbitrarily 
delineated, its habitat extends coastwise froIn the vicinity of Tarpon Springs on 

• 

the north to just beyond the Keys on the south. The seaward liInit at all points 
has been set at the 45.fathom contour. Within these boundaries, the population 
disperses itself over a projected bot
tOIn area of SOIne 23,000 square nau. 
tical miles. Adult and subadult shriznp 
are harvested throughout the y e ar by 
trawling in the deeper offshore waters, 
some juveniles are taken seasonally in 
shallow inshore waters for sport fish
ing bait. 

ShriInp taken commercially 
for table use are principally landed 
and processed at Tampa. Fort Myers, 
and Key West. Though some are sold 
fresh locally, Inost are frozen forhter 
consuznption by local and national Inar. 
kets. A recent and Significant develop. 
Inent in the Sanibel.. Tortugas fishery has 
been the increased exploitation of 
shrimp too sxnall for fresh and frozen 
outlets but ideally suited for canning. 
These are taken Inainly by vessels op_ -erating out of, and shipped by various 
Ineans to canneries located at, upper 
Gulf coast ports. 
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Nature of e,xploitation Commercial shrirnping on the SanibeL.Tortugas grounds 
continues with varying intensity the year round (see figure). Spatial distribution 
of trawling effort follows a somewhat regular pattern. Greatest concentrations 
occur between 5 and 25 fathoms just north of the Dry Tortugas (subarea 002. 0) 
and in 5 to 15 fathoms off Sanibel Island (subarea 004.0). Of interest in recent 

• 

years has been the gradual extension of shrimping operations to intermediate 
and outlying areas though untrawlable bottom precludes more intensive shriInp. 
ing on many of these. 
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Analysis of fishing effort for pink shrimp in Sanibel.Tortugas area, 1956.59. 

In general, landings have maintained a close relation with the trawL. 
ing effort expended. But, while seasonal and annual fluctuations in yield are 
to be expected, a steadily declining trend in annual yield over the past 4 years 
despite a static expenditure of effort gives rise to some concern. Clues to the 
cause(s) of this decline must first be sought in the exploited stock whose charac. 
teristics may be revealed through close scrutiny of yield structure. 
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Measurement of fishable biomass 1£ fishing is random with respect to the 
size composition of the fishable stock, then the average rate of harvest (in 
pounds) may be considered proportional to the size of the fishable stock at 
time of harvest. By combining catches .. per_unit-of-effort for each shrimping 
ground subarea, monthly indices to the population's overall fishable biomass...!/ 
can be derived. This is accomplished through a process of two way stratificaa. 
tion (coastal zone x depth zone) wherein each subarea's yield/effortratiois 
weighted by a factor denoting relative subarea size. In effect, the method 
eliIninates, front the resulting index, biases due to uneven distribution of ef
fort on the trawling grounds. Indices so derived are equivalent to the ratio of 
the yield to the effective overall fishing intenSity except that effort data em
ployed here have not been standardized. For the present, therefore, we must 
assume that errors attributable to differential efficiency of trawlers and gear 
were randolXl. One further assumption lnade is that any portion of 1;he popula_ 
tion otherwise vulnerable but unavailable because of untrawlable bOttOIll, repre_ 
sents a constant fraction of the total fishable stock • . 

Monthly indices for the Sanibel. Tortug as pink shrimp population 
reveal that during the 4 years with available data the fishable biomass main 
tained itself within fairly narrow liIllits (see figure next page). Seasonal dev_ 
iations of large magnitude are, of course, evident and to be expected. But 
reduced population levels sustained through the early months of 1957 and 1959. 
and the perceptibly downward population trend over the 4-year period, are the 
items of prime concern here. 

A comparison of the fishable stock with the yield curve (see fig_ 
ures) indicates with one notable exception little correspondence between yield 
and stock size. This suggests that for IllOSt of the period 1956_59, shrimping 
practices were consistent with adequate stock majntenance. The exception 
noted occurred during the first two- thirds of 1959 when low yield paralleled 
low fishable stock. Since any feature of the dynamiCS of the resource is 
seria1ly correlated with preceding events, an explanation would entail examjn . 
ing prior stock structure in relation to the mechanics of exploitation • 

. 

Biomass structure as deterndned from catch The shrimp industry's tradi-, 

tion of delllanding higher prices for larger shriIXlp provides an incentive for 
fishermen and processors to sort landings into size classes. Yield statistics 
accordingly afford a crude picture of population age structure and growth. ReI.. 
ative strengths and the succession of broods in the fishable biomass can be 
shown graphically by simply plotting IllOdal sizes reflected in the size break
down of each month's landings (see figure next page). 

1/ - If yields were reported in terms of numbers of shriInp, a cOIJlparable 
index would be stated in tenns of "denSity" or abundance. " 
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Again assuming shrin1ping is n1ainly non" selective we note for the 
Sanibel.Tortugas pink shrimp population that (1) on the average, two broods 
are recruited each calendar year; (2) at ti=es, three broods can be expected to 
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Analysis of pink shrimp statistics for Sanibel-Tortugas area, 1956.59. 

contribute to any month's landings; (3) growth is quite uniform fron1 brood to 
brood; (4) SOn1e broods are definitely stronger than othe rs and contribute sig_ 
nificantly to the fishery throughout their existence; and (5) a direct relationship 
between size of spawning stock and resulting brood is n1i1d1y suggested. 
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Analysis of yield trends To explain the decline in population and corres_ 
ponding yield for 1959, one needs to exam.ine the histories of those broods 
that supported the fishery for that year. Comparing figures we see that the 
greatest proportion of each annual harvest is taken early in the calendar 
year; yields at this tixlle are usually of la.rger shrimp_ .. the remnants of dis. 
sipating broods; and the fishable stock is presumably at its normal level. 
But, retracing the histories of the two broods sustaining 1959's fishery 
(curves F and G), it is seen that, although yields during the early months 

, 

cOIllprised larger shri,rnp, their IIlass was greatly reduced, this condition 
apparently resulting from excessive fisbing in mid-l95.8. The inference 
here is reasonably clear; both broods, particularly the latter, suffered 
disproportionate exploitation while they were small. A similar condition 
is indicated for 1956.57 except that the harvest of small shrimp in 1956 was 
measurably less than that in 1958. 

• 
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Migration of Pink ShriInp 

ThOInas J. Costello and Donald M. Allen 

Delineation of Tortugas nursery areas Mark-recovery experiInents circUITh 
scribing the pink shriInp (Penaeus duorarwn) population fished conunerCially 
off southwest Floridacolltinued during the year. Three experiInents cOInple_ 
Inented those conducted in 1958 and 1959, all of which dem.onstrate that SOIne 
(and probably Inost)portions of Florida Bay serve as "nursery" areas for 
broods contributing to the Tortugas fishery. 

2 

83" 82" 80· 

GUL.F OF MEXICO 

.,' R. 

~'" •• S(k.Ind 

DRY TOATUBAS,\\ 

WEST 

Morath0!l.' .. ...., . 
• 

Migration of juvenile pink shrimp froIn South Florida 
inshore waters as Inark-capture experiInents. Arrows 

show the possible routes to recapture areas. 
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The figure shows release and recovery sites for experiInents con
ducted through May 1960. All recoveries from the Flamingo, Peterson Key, 
and Shark River experiments were Inade just north of Dry Tortugas and def. 
initely reflected concentration of shrirnping effort there. They nevertheless 
corroborate the premise that Florida Bay estuaries provide habitat essential 
to the developlnent of newly produced broods which ultimately sustain the 
valuable Sanibel.Tortugas fishery. 

SInall numbers of. pink shrimp, stained and released as juveniles 
in the Atlantic Ocean southwest of Bahia Honda Key, have also been recap. 
tured north of Dry Tortugas, indicating that SOIne shriInp nurtured in east 
Florida Bay migrate through the lower Keys and support the seasonal Hawk 
Channel fishery. 

All recoveries of Illarked shriInp released in Biscayne Bay and 
Barnes Sound were Inade in the imInediate vicinity of release. The Barnes 
Sound experiment is particularly interesting since marked shrim.p were still 
being recovered there Inore than 5~ Inonths after release, suggesting they 
represented a sedentary population. 
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Staining shrimp at Bahia Honda 
for migration studies. 
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Stained pink shriInp release-recovery' information: 
Florida Bay and adjacent waters, 1958-1960 

. ' 

Release 
area 

Date No. re- No. re-
U 

Recovery 
released leased covered period 

Biscayne Bay 
Flamingo 

1958 
Apr. -May 
October 

1959 
Peterson Key January 

Matecumbe 
Key 

Barnes 
Sound 

Shark River 

March 

July 

Nov. 

1960 

19,358 
7,264 

1,729 

1,672 

7,084 

57 
4 

11 

o 

29 

16,638 . 31 

May-July 1958 
Jan.-Feb. 1959 

Mar. -May 1959 

Aug. 1959-Jan. 
1960 

Dec. 1959-Mar. 
1960 

Bahia Honda Feb. 6,815 17 i.t:ar.-May 1960 
Key 

1/ Verified marks recovered by June 1960 -
, .. ~ , 

: ' . 

--', '. , .... . ;. - .- .. ... . . . . 
-.-----~ ... , .. ' 

-- -.-.. .. ," , 
".:~:::,: 

. . 
' " ." " , 

Recovery 
area 

Biscayne Bay 
N. of Dry 

Tortugas 

N. of Dry 
Tortugas 

Barnes Sound 

N. of Dry 
Tortugas 

N. of Dry 
Tortugas 

.•. 

.... 

Two types of floating containers to hold stained shrimp prior to their release. 
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Tags versus dyes *"or shrimp_marking Anticipating the use of stains or 
tags to estiInate xl1.ortality rates in shrhnp populations, two experiInents 
comparing survival of stained and tagged shriInp were conducted in a pair 
of large concrete tanks. Each tank (18 by 6 by 2 feet) was prOvided with 
screened sea water circulating at the rate of 4 gallons per minute fraIl! a 
COInInon source. Locking covers precluded entry of debris. Salinity and 
temperature remained constant in both tanks throughout both experiments. 

Three hundred male and 300 female pink shriInp ranging in cara
pace length from 20 to 24 mm. were selected for the first experiment. ' 
Into each tank were placed 300 specimens, 50 of each sex tagged with Peter_ 
sen discs, 50 injected with dye, and 50 unmarked. One tank then received 
predators represented by four nlangrove snappers, Lutjanus . riseus while 
the other remained as a "control. .. 

The second experiInent differed from the first in that (1) o"ly 
females of a size slightly larger than before were used and (2) no predators 
were glaced in either tank. 

Differential survival far 10 days 

, Treatxnent 

Tagged 
Stained 
Controls 

Number 
per tank 

100 
100 
100 

of tagged, stained, and unmarked pink shriml? 
Survivors 

Experiment I !i!YperiInent n 
Tank 1 . Tank 21.1 Tank 1 Tank 2 

68 
84 
88 

12 
49 
40 

, 

68 
94 
86 

66 
93 
87 

1/ Tank also contained four mangrove snappers, Lutjanus • gnseus -
Inspection of the table reveals that stained and unmarked shriInp 

survived at essentially the Salne rate. Tagged shriInp suffered dispropor_ 
tionately higher 1l10rtality in the firstexperixnent due to the combined effects 
of tagging itself, andpredatio... Unfortnnately, an evaluation of each factor 
is iInpossible because replicate data are lacking. The second experiInent's 
results do suggest, however, that predation by the fish was responsible for 
the highest mortality. 
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INDUSTRIAL FISHER.Y INVESTIGATION 

Bernard E. Skud, Acting Chief 

More than half of the United States' commercial fishery landings in 
1959 were for industrial utilization •• oil, meal, and petiood. The Gulf con
tribution to these landings exceeded 800 m.illion pounds, over 200 million pounds 
more than were taken in any previous year. The continued growth of this in
dustry, which operates mainly in the nortb..central region, is indicative of the 
enormous potential of fishery reaources in the Gulf. . 

Contract research 011 menhaden with the Gulf Coast Research Labor. 
atory at Ocean Springs, Mississippi will continue until early 1961. The objec. 
tives of this research are to define discrete populations of menhaden, to 
determine the distribution and location of spawning grounds, and to describe 
menhaden life history. 

Research on the demersal species was initiated during the fall of 
1958 and has provided an assessment of the extent and value of this fishery. 
This is one of the few instances in which biological and statistical data have 
been gathered since the inception of a fishery and such a background should 
prove invaluable as expansiOil continues. 

Clupeoid fishes, other than lnenhaden, are one of the promising 
sources of still another industrial fishery. In cooperation with the . Bureau's 

. 

Branch of Exploratory Fishing, our Investigation is sampling catches taken 
on exploratory cruises. Samples are available frolll 1958 and are Gulf.wide in 
distribution. Preliminary data collected from these samples include species 
~dentification, length-weight, sex, stage of maturity, and seasonal occurrence. 

One of the many abundant and practically unexploited clupeoid species 
in the Gulf, the razorbelly, Harengula pensacolae. 
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TrawI....Ca1lght Industrial Fishes 

Winthrop A. . Haskell 
. 

The study of the trawI....canght jndustrial fish of the northern Gulf of 
Mexico concerns deIllersal species utilized for petfood and fish Ineal and has 
incl~ded: collection of statistic s on the total num.ber of landings and the total 
catch by Inonth, deterInination of the species COInposition of the catch by weight 
and by num.bers, and deterIIlination of the geographical and seasonal distribu 7 

tion of the nlore i:mportant species entering the industrial catch. Long.range 
objectives of the project are to observe and measure: (1) the direct effects of 
fishing on populations of fish exploited and (2) the indirect effects of that fish.. 
ing on other Inarjne populations in or near the areas fished. 

Fishinj;( j;(rounds . Geographical and . seasonal distribution is being provided 
by information collected on areas and depths fished. Waters east of the 
Mississippi Delta provide approximately 67 percent.of the catch. The area 
fished in sum.:mer is generally from just east of Mobile Bay, Alaba:ma, to south 
of Chandeleur Island, Mississippi, in 2 to 7 fathoms. In winter Inany of the 
larger boats fish west of the Mississippi River in the area froIn about Empire 
to Ship Shoals, Louisiana. Depths fished in winter generally range froIn 8 to 
20 fathoms but rarely deeper. 
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Landjngs' The total catch and total 
nu:mber of landings for the calendar 
year of 1959 were generally lower during 
the winter months due to adverse 
weather conditions on the fishing 
grounds. Lowest lnonthly produc. 
tion was in NoveInber with a total of 
5, &38, 000 pounds landed and the high.. 
est in .January with 9,430,000 pounds. 
The total landed weight for 1959 was 
84,778,000 pounds from 3,674 1ami. 
ings. The fishery may well top 100 
Inillion pounds in 1960 at its present 
rapid rate of growth. The trawl-
caught demersal fish catch for 1958 
and 1959 is shown on the graph in mil
liOllS of pounds. Low production in 
March and October is explained by ad 
verse weather conditionsl low produc. 
tion'froIn July to September reflects 
fewer plants operating during that 
period. 



1959 Gulf of Mexico Industrial Fish Landings , 
Catch per vessel Catch per vessel 

. 1 I . 1 I per trip- per tnp-
Average Average 

• 

All plants Number catch All plants Nwnber catch 
• 

Month (-000) of trips (-000) Month (_000) pf trip~ ( .. 000) 
• , 

Jan. 9.430 150 31. 2 July 5,934 198 24. 1 
Feb. 9.087 171 24.1 Aug. 5,667 193 26. 1 
Mar. 6,279 146 19. 1 Sep. 6.010 210 26.9 
Apr. 7.,,308 139 20.9 Oct. 5,902 233 22.0 
May 9.075 149 21. 6 Nov. 5.638 233 19.9 
June 8.369 134 26.4 Dec. 6,081 205 21. 9 

84,778 2, 161 21. 9 
1/ For four Mississippi plants, their vessels made 2, 161 out of the industry - total of 3,674 trips. 

Average catch per trip The accompanying graph shows for 1959 the average 
vessel catch per trip by months of vessels fishing for four petfood plants in 
Mississippi. The decline in March and again in November is due to adverse 

, 

weather conditions. The rise froln May to October reflects settled we,ather and 
availability of additional species generally absent during colder months as well 
as younger age classes of fish present in the shallower waters that are fished 
during the Bummer. 

Species composition Since October , 
1958 intensive sampling was carried 
out in an effort to obtain samples from 
as many landings as possible. A total . 
of 636 landings has been sampled in 
the past 18 months. In January 1960 
sampling was reduced to as tnany land. 
ings as could be handled 2 days weekly. 
The additional time is being devoted to 
life history work. 

About three_quarters of the 
average trawl catch consists of small 
croaker. (Micropogon undulatus); spot, 
(Leiostomus xanthurus); and white 
trout. (Cynoscion nothus). The fish , 
are small, less than one-quarter of a 
pound apiece and in this respect are . 

. characteristic of catches in the area. 
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1959 

Average monthly catch per trip of 
industrial fish by trawlers of four 
Mississippi petfood plants during 
1959. 

The majority of the species are from 5. to 8 incp.es in length. Very often even 
sinaller fish are captured particularly in the shallower depth ranges of 2 to 4 
fathouls often fished in summer. 
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Operations at an industrial fishery plant. 
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Theae three species, even when fully mature, do not often attain 
large sizes in Gulf waters' and hence are unsuitable for either human consump .. 
tion or sport fishing. The rema±nder of the catch is predominantly some 25 
other species of delnersal fish. The sampling has revealed that less than one .. 
half of 1 percent Of all fish landed are of species utilized for either food or 
sport. 

The graph shows the species COlllposition by percentage of total 
weight of the landings as deteullined by sampling • . It will be seen that 12.6 
percent is miscellaneous, consisting of species which appear rarely or in 
small numbers. This category includes such species as sharks, rays, skates, 
eels, and so forth. A total of 71 families and 170 species have been identified 
to date. 

• 

' .. 

2 . 6 CATF ISH CROAKER ' 50.2 

.. 
• 

'" -

Species composition by weight of trawl .. 
caught industrial fishes from January 
1959 to April 1960. 

• 

Many species disappear during the colder months, probably migrat .. 
ing to areas outside tho'se fished. These seasonal movements involve a number 
of species including razorbellies (Harengula pensacolae), thread fin 
(~olyne:mus oc~c;memu~), and catfish (Galeichthys felis}. 
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Menhaden Populations , 

J. Y. Christlnas, Jr. 

Gulf Coast Research Laboratory, Dr. Gordon Gunter, Director 
(Contract No. 14..19-008-9335) 

This year1s work on menhaden has been priInarily directed toward 
the preparation of papers to be submitted as final reports on various phases 
of the menhaden project. Collection of material for life history and racial 
studies was continued. 

Completed Illanuscripts itA Review of the Literature on Menhaden, with 
Special Reference to the Gulf Menhaden, Brevoortia patronus Goode" by 
Gordon Gunter and J. Y. Christmas brings together scattered sources of in_ 
formation. There are five North American species of Brevoortia. B. smithi -inhabits both Atlantic and Gulf waters. The Atlantic menhaden fishery is de .. 
pendent on B. tyrannus, and Gulf menhaden fishermen catch B. patronus. The 

_ 2 _ 

literature revealed that~. tyrannus spawns at sea, or in high salinities, and 
the larvaemov'e to low salinity waters. Spawning time apparently depends on 
water temperature and occurs off the South Atlantic states in winter, and in 
spring and summer farther north. Menhaden eggs and early larvae have not 
been reported froln the Gulf of Mexico. Collections of larvae and juvenile.s in .. 
dicate that ~. p,atronus spawn in high salinities during the fall, winter, and 
spring. Larvae reach low salinity waters before metamorphosis. On the 
nursery grounds body proportions change fronl the larval forIn to the adult 
shape at about 30 mm. standard length, and the young fish move toward open, 
higher salinity waters in SUlluner and fall. The number of young on the nurs
ery grounds varies greatly frolll year to year. No long migrations of men .. 
haden are known in the Gulf. There are little data on the growth rate of the 
Gulf · menhaden. 

~. patrollus is known to feed by filtration and, in turbid estuarine 
waters, consumes cOIlsiderable quantities of detritus and suspended bacteria 
in addition to living plankton. Bluefish, mackerel, sharks, and tarpon are the 
chief enelllies of Gulf Iuenhaden, and birds also take a toll. The common shore 
and shallow water sports fishes seem not to subsist to any great extent on 
lar·ger menhaden, but predation upon sInall menhaden in the bays seems to be 
heavy. There is no evidence that Inenhaden are affected by fatal diseases in 
the Gulf of Mexico, but they are characteristically ho.st to a number of worln 
and crustacean parasites. Reported studies show that few fish other than men
haden are taken by menhaden fishennen. 

"A Study of Fishes Caught Around the Mouth of the Mississippi 
River and in Mississippi Sound in Menhaden Purse Seines" by Christmas, 
Gunter, and Whatley was cOlllpleted. PreliIninary conclusions of this paper 
were reported last year. 
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liThe Distribution of Menhaden, Genus Brevoortia, in the Gulf of 
Mexico" by J. Y. Christmas and Gordon Gunter swnmarizes records . on the 

- . 

distribution of menhaden in the Gulf and gives certain new iniol-mation. Ex,,, 
amination of specimens furl).ished by James eating and Winthrop Haskell of 
the Pascagoula Laboratory of the U. S. Bureau of Conunercial Fisheries re
sulted in extension of. the known range of B. smithLand Brevoortia gunteri. 
The range of B. gunteri is extended from Grand Isle, Louisiana, to Chandeleur 
Sound, . Louisiana, and the range of B. smithi is exten4ed from Cedar Keys, -Florida, to Chandeleur Sound, thus bringing three species of . Brevoortia to-

o 

gether. It is shown that B. patronus ranges almost symmetrically around the -northern Gulf froIll Brazos -Santiago, Texas, to Tampa Bay. Florida, growing 
up in estuarine areas and ranging into freshwater at &Illaller sizes. B .• patronus 

- 0 

also ranges into pure sea water, having been caught as much as 25 miles off .. 
shore and at a depth of 20 fathoIns. B. gunteri and B. BIllithi have not been - -caught offshore in the Gulf at depths greater than 8 fathoms. These species 
have seldoIn been caught in the eastern and western parts of their respective 
ranges. Both enter freshwater at sInaller sizes. 

, 
Racial studies Collection of Illeristic data for statistical analysis to de-
termine whether there are discrete stocks of~. patronus in the northern Gulf 
of Mexico was started in September 1957 • Since Inenhaden depend upon es
tuarine areas, as indicated by the presence of post.larval and young Inenhaden 
in low Salinity bays, bayous, etc., and their absence in higher salinity Gulf 
waters during the SWlUner, it seelllS that large river systeIns, causing estu. 
aries, might support separate stocks. 

Consequent,i.y, Apalachicola Bay, Florida; Mississippi Sound, Miss .. 
issippi; and Sabine Pass, Texas. were selected as sampling areas. These 
areas are affected by different river systems,are separated geographically 
by many miles, and support a population of Inenhaden that justifies a COIn-

, 

mercial fishery. Since atteInpts to locate and catch spawning fish were not 
successful, the first samples froln the selected areas were Inade up of the 
largest fish available during the fall, winter, and early ,spring of 1957 .. 58. A 
fourth sample, caught off the Pass 11a Loutre by the OREGON and consisting 
of fish that appeared to be near spawning, was included. , Samples of young 
Iuenhaden from these areas were taken between September 9 and 27, 1958. 
The Inean fork length of the MissiSSippi sample is about 25 m'O. greater than 
that of the Florida sample, and the Texas sample has a mean fork length about 
4 nun. greater than that of the Florida sample. 

At the end of September 1959 samples of young menhaden were col .. 
lected froIn Apalachicola Bay, Florida; Pensacola, Florida; Mobile Bay, 
Alabama; Biloxi Bay, Mississippi; Lake Pontchartrain, Louisianaj Little Lake 
near La Fitte, Louisiana; VerInilion Bay, Louisiana; Sabine Lake, Texas; and 
Trinity Bay, Texas. All samples were taken froIn low salinity waters in a 
10-day period and are cOInposed of young B. patronus of approxitnately the --same Slze. 
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Counts or nleasurements of 10 characters were recorded for 2,224 
specimens from the first sampling. From these data 30 frequency distributions 
were tabulated and the following statistics determined: range, mean, mode, 
median, variance, and standard deviation, in preparation for comparison by 
regions. Results of cOIIlparisons by frequency polygons, confidence intervals 
for Ineans, intergradation of samples, Ineans of samples, variances, and 
skewness are significantly different in some characters, indicating that the 
samples were drawn from different stocks. 

Five hundred specimens taken during one sampling period from each 
area were subjected to counts or measureInents of the selected characters. 
Results of statistical comparisons of data froIn these samples show significant 
differences, indicating that there are different stocks of nlenhaden in the north
ern Gulf. The figure shows 95 percent confidence intervals for population 
means of certain characters of specimens examined froIn this sampling. 
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COIIlparison of scale counts and 
vertebrae of Brevoortia patronus 
caught in Septembei- 1958. 
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Meristic examination of 
approximately 1,800 specimens 
taken in another sampling has been 
completed. Analysis of these data 
will be Illade as soon as possible 
after completion of study of the re-

• • • malnlng specImens. 

Life history Although search 
, 

for spawning Illenhaden was con-
tinued through the 1959-60 spawn
ing season, they have not been lo
cated. Routine plankton sampling 
was continued through the year I s 
spawning period. Sa.=ples of 
young fish and fish eggs have been 
reIIloved from most of the plankton 
samples on hand. Clupeoid larvae 
and juveniles have been separated 
from the larval and juvenile fishes 
of other groups. Sampling of young 
of the year in estuarine areas is, 
being continued. There seems to 
be an unusually heavy concentration 
of young in Mississippi waters this 
year. All menhaden from seine 
samples have been segregated, and 
Inany larval, post-larval, and ju
venile samples have been meas .. 
ured. 



ESTUARINE ECOLOGY INVESTIGATION 

Edward Chin, Chief 

Studies of seasonal cycles of shrimp populations in an estuarine area 
were continued in Clear Lake on a reduced scale to perm.it a com.parative study 
in Offats Bayou. Offats Bayou, closer to the m.outh of Galveston Bay, is of 
com.parable size and m.ore saline than Clear Lake. Unlike Clear Lake, it 
supports a sport fishery of som.e importance. Sam.pling of the fauna at anum... 
ber of stations has begun with a shrimp try_net. MovelIlents of brown shrimp 
from. Galveston Bay studied by releasing stained shrimp in Clear Lake in May 
1959 are presented in a following report. 

Laboratory studies of the effects of salinity on growth a.nd survival 
of shrim.p were initiated because of need for factual knowledge on the possible 
effects of higher salinities that m.ight occur in bays frolll reduced flows of fresh
water. Seven recirculating system.s containing seawater ranging in salinity 
from. 2 to 40 parts per thousand have each been stocked with 450 post..larval 
shrimp. They averaged 12 m.illim.eters in total length and were too sm.all to 
identify positively, but are preswnably brown shrimp. 

An initial allotm.ent enabled us to COIl1m.ence fuu..time studies of 
the effects of chem.icals used as insecticides on a broad spectrum. of estuarine 
and m.arine animals. Work carried on last year was preliminary in nature. 
The current program. has been co ' ordinated with studies of effects of insecti" 
cides on m.olluscs in Service laboratories at Gulf Breeze, Florida, and Milford, 
Connecticut. 

Physiological differences between brown and white shrimp were 
studied in the allied fields of nutrition and respiration. We are developing 
a suitable artificial m.edium. and artificial food, each containing known quanti.. 
ties of organics and inorganics. Studies on the nonnal respiration pattern 
of different sizes of shrimp of both species were continued to provide an index 
of the physiological condition of animals exposed to expeHm_ental media and 
fed synthetic diets. 

',: .. ; , 

.' .. ". . 

... ~ ... 

100_liter disposable polyethylene aquaria on alwninum 
fram.es used in insecticide studies. 
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Insecticide Studies 

Edward Chin 

During the past year 1ll0st of our efforts have been directed towards 
determining the relative toxicity of selected insecticides to species found com.
monly in the Galveston Bay area, particularly the two species of commercially 
important penaeid shrirllp. Studies have been confined to the chlorinated hydro 
carbons and thus far aldrin, benzene hexachloride, dieldrin, DDT, endrin, 
lindane, heptachlor, sevin, and toxaphene have been test~d on some or all 
of the follOwing species: white shrimp (Penaeus setiferus), post-"iarval and 
juvenile brown shrilllp (~. aztecus), broad kjJ)ifish (Cyprinodon variegatus), 
sailfin lllolly (Mollienisialatipinna), striped lllullet (MugU cephalus), spot 
croaker (Leiostolllusxanthurus). longnose killifish (Fundulus silllilis), diamond , 
killifish (Adinjaxenica) anc;l. blue crab (Ca)]jnectes sapidus). W?rk with the 
organic phosphates, the other major group of chemicals used as insecticides, 
will be studied later. 

The index of relative toxicity adopted is the median tolerance lilllit 
(TLm.)i the concentration at which 50 pe rcent of. the test 8nhnals are able to 
survive for a specified period of exposure. Our standa.rd method has been to 

• 

hold all anirnals in the laboratory between 5 and 10 days prior to testing. 
Ten animals of uniforlll size are exposed to each of several concentrations 
of insecticide, and mortalities are noted periodically. Except when testing 
post-larval shrimp and crabs, the experirllental aquaria used are 6-mil thick 
polyethylene liners supported by alwuinllill frames. Inside dimensions of 
the fraJnes are 23 inches long by 17 inches wide by 18 inches high. One hundred 
liters of test solution are used, and the liners are discarded after each test 
to avoid the probleln of contaminat.iOll. Although fish are allowed to swim 
fre~ly, shrilllp, due to their cannibalistic tendencies, are placed individually 
within glass chinmeys (Colelllan lantern type) covered at the ends with per .. 
forated polyethylene fUm. 

Five insecticides have been tested on white shrimp ranging frolll 
75 to 130 millillleters in length, and thus far DDT is the 1ll0St toxic as shown 
by a 24.hour TLm. of 15parts per billion. It was followed by sevin (33 p.p. b.), 
heptachlor (43 p. p. b.), and dieldrin (60 p. p. b.). The value for aldrin is 
under 50 parts per billion. 

Of six insecticides tested on juvenile brown shrilllp .ranging in 
length frOln 37 to 70 lllillimeters, endrin was the most toxic with a 24.hour 
TLm. of 5 parts per billion. Following closely behind were lindane (8 p. p. b. ), 
dieldrin (10 p. p. b.), heptachlor (20 p. p. b.), and sevin (27 p. p. b.). Taxa r 

phene, relatively much less toxic, yielded a 24.hour TLm. of 100 parts per 
billion. The value for aldrin is less than lOP parts per billion. 

Tests with post-larval shrilllp (apparently brown shrimp) ranging 
frOln 12 to 16 lllilUrneters in length, were COllducted in 250 lllilliliter re. 

agent bottles. This size group of shrilllp is so small that it would be 

• 
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difficult to observe them in the 100.liter vessels ordinarily used. However, 
the priInary reason for using reagent bottles is that small shrimp under 
stress often flick out of the water and become fixed to the sides or tops of 

• 

vessels unless the vessel is filled to capacity • . The reagent bottles were 
divided in groups of 10. Each group wa.s filled with a test solution, and OIle 
shrimp was placed in each bottle. Thus the volume of test solution per 

. shrimp was 0.25 liter compared to the 10 liters in thephstic vessels. 
Of the four insect~cides tested thus far on post-larval shriInp, 

endrin and lindane were particularly toxic, as reflected by 24.hour TLm. 
values of 0.5 and 2 part.s per billion, respectively • . In less than 48 hours 
100 percent mortality occurred at concentrations of 0.3 parts per billion 
(endrin) and 2 parts per billion (lindane). Heptachlor and dieldrin were 
only slightly less toxic with 24.hour TLm values of 11 and 15 parts per bU-

. . 

lion respectively. Post-larval shriInp deserve partic attention bec e 
they are commonly found in the brackish. upper waters of the estuarine 
systems and would be, therefore, the size group mO'st likely to be affected 
by chelnicals washing out from treated areas. 

Endrin is probably not only the most toxic of the insecticides to 
shriInp but aIsoto fish. The sailfin molly had a 24.hour TLm value of 2.5 
parts per billion for endrin compared to between 10 and 25 parts per billion 
for dieldrin and between 50 and 100 parts per billion for heptachlor. In fact, 
endrin has replaced rotenone as a fish toxicant in soone areas in the Orient 
because of its lower cost and efficiency. 

Heptachlor and dieldrin, two insecticides used commonly to con.
trol the fire ant, have been tested on a nmnber of fish species as well as 
shrimp, and the results to date are shown below: . 

Heptachlor , 
Species Avg. length 24.hr.TLm 

Brown shrimp 
BrOwn shriInp 
White shrimp 
Spot croaker 
Sailfin molly 
Broad killifish 
Diamond killifish 
Longnose killifish 
Striped mullet 

, 
14 Will. 11 p. p. b. 
50 20 
86 43 
82 25.50 
42 50.100 
42 143 

. 

25 (approx.) 150 
77 250 

117 

Dieldrin 
Avg. length 24.'hr. TLm 

13 mlU. 15 p. p. b. 
. 

46 10 
96 60 

43 
35 

10.25 
<50 

20.50 

The TLm. values cited above are necessarily considered tentative 
for a number of reaSOOlS. Criteria for death require re.evaluation, parti
cularly in regard to shriInp, which are soonewhat less than ideal as bio· 
assay organiSltls. In our studies animals are not considered dead nntil no 
movements can be detected and no reaction can be elicited by tactile 
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stimulation. The species. of fish tested thulJ far pose no problem in this re_ 
spect because either death or recovery follows not long after a period of 
stress. For shrimp the period of stress is prolonged, and individuals often 
remain on their sides or backs in an apparently Dloribund stage for many days. 
The only indication of life is an occasional feeble fluttering of the pleopodlJ 
or movement of the walking legs. Very few of thelll recover even when trans_ 
ferred to cle sea water at the end of an experizllent. Blue crabs relllain 
even longer in a state of llloribundity; the only evidence of life is an occasional 
slight movelnent of the lllaxUlipeds or antennules. With anhnals that exhibit 
this type of reaction, stress patterns require adequate description to define 
the stage or stages beyond which an animal should be considered dead from 
a practical viewpoint. 

A lllajor factor determining the TLm values for a basic chemical 
used as an insecticide is the vehicle which includes cOlnbinations of various 
exnulsifiers, petroleuxll hydrocarbons, inert ingredients such as clays, and 
varying proportions of "related compounds." For each basic insecticide, 
there are numerous forzllulations on the lllarket. An example of the difficulty 
in comparing results using different formulations is shown in an accoDlpany_ 
ing figure. Equal concentrations of dieldrin made with two formulations 
showed differential toxicity to both species of shrimp. 

100 
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Differences in tOxicity between similar concentrations of 
dieldrin Inade with different formulations. 
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Other factors affecting the nature of bioassay results deserve m.en.

tion. Earlier investigators have recom.m.ended that an optimurn volurne of 
test solution be determined for each toxicant prior to actual testing because 
at equal cOllcentrations the toxicity of a test solution increases with increas
ing volurne. at least up to a certain level. We chose 100 liters as a standard 
volurne (except for post-larval shrim.p)to avoid this problem.. Although we 
have found indications that with SOllle insecticides the optim.urn volume is in 
excess of 100 liters, it is impractical to work with a larger volurne in the 
laboratory. Coouparison in an accompanying figure of the toxicity of 50 and 
100 liters of a 200 p. p. b. solution of hlor to the broad kiJ1ifish. clearly 
dem.onstrates this phenomenon. 
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Differences in tOxiCity between different volumes of test 
solution. using the broad killifish, Cyprinodon variegatus. 

Age of the stock solution has a pronounced effect on its toxicity and 
has resulted in discarding of sonle of our initial results. With all of the insect
icideS' tested thus far, there is a significant reduction in toxicity with age, an 
~portant factor in the consideration of potential dam.age caused by insecti-
clde residues. Differences in toxicity to the broad killifish of three stock 
solutions of heptachlor. 0, 1. and 2 weeks old. are shown 10n an 0 -- acCOlllpanYlng 
figure. -~ 100 z 
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Nutrition and Respiration 

Zoula P •. Zein-Eldin 
.. 

In studying nutrition of land aniInals those fed a known diet are com-
pared with those fed a diet deficient in a given nutrient. In marine fOrIns siIn].. 
lar studies share a common problem _ definition of the medium in which they 
live. Natural sea water is a cOInplex mixture varying with the tiIne and place 
of its origin. Thus, it is necessary to find a satisfactory artificial medium 
as a substitute. This creates an additional problem .. that of establishing cri
teria for the suitability of the medium. In protozoa, dinoflagellates, etc., 
Il1ultiplication of a culture may be used as a criterion, and in higher forms the 
growth of the test animal as compared to aniInals in natural sea water. In crus_ 
tacea, growth is closely associated with Illolting _ a process which may cause 
severe stress. Thus, the mediuln chosen ULUst be one which will permit sur. 
vival of the animal through several molts and allow dietary deficiency symptoms 
to be produced. 

Artificial sea water media containing only sodium chloride, potassium 
chloride, magnesium chloride, lnagnesium sulfate, and calcium chloride were 
used initially. The calcium ion was found to be extremely iInportantl both 
Penaeus aztecus and P. setiferus ·died withjn48 hours when the ion was absent -or the concentration reduced to one_half that commonly found in sea water. 
Subsequently the calcium ion concentration has been lnaintained at that found 
in standard sea water, even when the salinity of the medium is reduced. In 
such a medium white shriInp ~. setiferus) fed natural foods (e. g ... liver, fish 
shrimp, wheat germ, and oatmeal) survived a single molt but died either during 
the succeeding interIIlolt or at the second IrlOlt. This species developed an 
interesting pathological lesion (found rarely in aniInals held in the laboratory 
in natural sea water). A fluid.filled blister fornled between the Inembranous 
layers of the carapace covering the ventral section of the gills and, as the 
carapace hardened, the fluid within the blister darkened. Over 50 percent of 
the animals showed this sylnptom at the second molt; many aniInals were unable 
to complete the IIlOlt, perhaps because of the pressure exerted by the fluid 
upon the gill tissues. Although the cause of this deficiency is not known, the 
absence of these blisters is being used as the criterion for adequacy of the 
lnedium. 

SOUle shrimp are being fed an artificial diet of casein, gelatin, puri
fied sugars, vitamins, and trace e1elnents. PreliIuinary results indicate a dif
ference in the intermolt period between those fed an artificial diet and those fed 
a natural diet. 

ExperiInents indicate a requirement for certain trace eleIIlents. In 
an artificial IIlediulu enriched with a trace element mixture containing cobalt, 
zinc, iron, copper, aluminum, and lnanganese, 60 mm. brown shriInp (P. -
aztecus) have survived two molts whereas 40 mm. shriInp of the same species 
in a medium lacking the trace elements have shown a pathological lesion after 
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the first molt. The lesion. like that in white shrimp. occurs in the ventral 
section of the carapace, immediately over the gill. Blisters do not form and 
the affected section of the carapace is soft and floats freely in water. Other 
shrimp, not showing the lesion, have nevertheless died during molt and charac. 
teristically have failed to cast the exoskeleton immediately ventral to this por. 
tion of the carapace. Certain of the trace elements are apparently essential 
to molting _ in particular to hardening of the exoskeleton. 

Brown shrimp in enriched artificial sea water show similar differ. 
ences in intermolt period between an;lllals fed natural and artificial diets. 
Greater differences occur between animals in natural and artificial sea water. 
After a period of 2 weeks, brown shrixllp in artificial IllediuItl have molted 
twice.while not all of those in the natural sea water have Inolted once. Thus 
the artificial medium appears to be exerting a Inolt-stimulating influence. 
In artificial sea water there are indications of a longer survival period for 
those an;mals fed an artificial diet than for those fed a natural diet; this was 
true for two size groups of brown shrimp, 25 and 60 millimeters in length. 

Studies of respiration (oxygen uptake) have been made for 67 white 
and 44 brown shrimp. ranging in weight from 0.4 g. to 40.4 g. Individuals 
were tested for at least 5 hours under the standard conditions (22°.23° C. and 
16 hours acclimation to sea water); more than half the anhnaIs were tested 
for 15 to 25 hours. Total oxygen (:onsumption ranges from O. 50 mI. Oz/hour 
for the smallest animal tested (a 0.4 g. white shrimp) to 6.29 mI. 02/hour 
for a 32 g. white shrimp and is Significantly correlated with size. Expressed 
as oxygen consumed per gram weight per hour these values would range frOIn 
1.23 mI. / g. /hr. for the smallest animal to only O. ZO inl. / g. /hr. for the 
large animal mentioned. This follows the general rule that metabolic activ. 
ity decreases with ;ncreasing size. The greater oxYgen consumption per 
gram weight of the smaller animals is an indication of greater food require_ 
ments per unit weight for sInaller as cOlnpared to larger individuals. The 
relationship between food requirements and increased oxygen does not hold, 
however, at the molt period; ixXUllediately before and after the lllOlt oxygen 
consumption increases greatly (e. g., one ZO.5 g. white shrimp increased 
its oxygen uptake from 2.51 to 4. 50 mI. /hour despite lack d food). 
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Field Studies 

Edward Chin and Anthony Inglis 

Field studies have been carried on at Clear Lake since January 
• 

1958 to describe and analyze the seasonal cy.cles of populations inhabiting 
the lake, with particular reference to the two species of. penaeid shrimp 
known to occur there. During the past year the sampling program was re
duced to permit the initiation of other projects. The data collected during 
1959 have not been fully analyzed yet and the following remarks are based on 
the first year's data. 

In the samples, taken by IIleans of a shrimp try-net, 41 species of 
fish and 3 species of invertebrates were taken. From the size frequencies 
obtained, nearly all specimens were substantially below adult sizes. The 44 
species were separated into four groups based on the total number of each 
species taken during the year. Some species, such as the anchovy and men .. 
haden, are admittedly less susceptible to capture by a trawl, and any group
ing of species by total nUlllber taken is subject to valid criticism. Nevertheless, 
grouping is convenient for· purposes of discussion. 

Only seven species were taken in sufficiently large numbers to be 
considered as major species. These were: 

Golden croaker (Micropogon undulatus) 
White shrimp (Penaeus setiferus) . 
Brown shrimp (P. aztecus) -Gulf rnenhaden (Brevoortia patronus) 
Southern bay anchovy (Anchoa mitchilli 

• 

diaphana) 
Blue crab (Callinectes sapidus) 
Spot croaker (LeiostoInus xanthurus) 

• 

17,380 
13,840 
7, 123 
2,846 
2,n6 

2, 144 
1,600 

Six taken in lesser nUInbers were considered as Ininor species: 

Sand squeteague (Cynoscion arenarius) 
Hardhead catfish (Galeichthys £elis) 
Southern flounder (Paralichthys lethostigma) 
Gaff topsail catfish (Bagre marina) 
Hogchoaker (Trinectes maculatus) 
Spot£in whiff (Citharichthys spilopterus) 

674 
321 
2n 
266 
224 
150 

Eight species, taken in total numbers ranging from 21 to 70 were terIned 
uncommon, and the remaining 23 species taken in numbers from 1 to 11, 
were considered rare. 
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Three species (golden croaker, white shrimp, and brown shrimp) 
clearly dominated the populations sampled by the trawl. In terms of total 
numbers, they formed almost 70 percent of the total catch of nearly 50,000 
specimens. Ranking each species according to its relative abundance each 
week showed that'throughout the year, ,these same three species monopolized 
the position of the xnost abundant species. 

The index of relative abundance adopted was the catch per unit of 
area, the unit of area being 1100 square yards. All species were ranked each 
week according to the catch-per_unit area so that the species with highest catch 
per unit ranked first, the next second, etc. Weekly changes in rank, shown in 
an accompanying figure for the three dominant species, clearly demonstrate 
a distinct pattern of seasonal succes_ 
sion. From the beginning of the 
study in January until the middle 
of May, the golden croaker held the 
position of the rnost abundant sl-ecies. 
Brown shrimp which ranked fourth 
with its initial appearance in April 
samples, rose rapidly to the second 
position in May, and sup~lanted the 
golden croaker as the dominan,t 
species by the end of May. During 
June the first and second positions 
were occupied by the brown shrimp 
and golden croaker, respective ly. 
The white shrimp, first noted in 
early June , ranked 10th initially, 
but rose to the 3rd position by the 
end oi June and to the 1 st position 
at the beginning of July. From 
July until mid-December, the first 
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position was held exclusively by the white shrimp. During July and August 
brown shrimp and golden croaker, displaced by the white shrUr.p, fell to 
second and third places, reSpectively. The brown shrimp continued to 
drop in relative abundance in September, and by October, it had fallen 
below fourth position. The relative abundance of the golden croaker also 
dropped to a seasonal low in Septexnber. In October, however, as the first 
recruits of the new.year class appeared in the trawl saInples, the golden 
croaker began to increase in relative abundance and in December, coupled 
with the disappearance of white shrimp from the lake, regained first place 
as the most abundant species. 
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The seasonal succession of other groups of species is indicated 
in an accompanying figure which shows monthly deviations from the average 
monthly catch..per_unit area for selected 
species. Changes in the relative abun_ 
dance of the golden croaker (Micropogon . 
undulatus) and the southern flounder 
(Paralichthys lethostigma) show almost 
identical trends, withthe major period of 
abundance from February through May. 
The anchovy (Anchoa mitchilUdiaphana) 
appears to be most abundant beginning in 
March and continuing through July (bear_ 
ing in mind the limitations of the trawl 
in sampling this species). The major 
period for the hogchoker(TriIlectes 
maculatus) appears to be from April 
through August. Three Inajor species, 
menhaden (Brevoortia patronus), brown 
shrimp (Penaeus aztecus), and spot 
croaker (Leiostomus xanthurus), then 
follow closely. Except for the high value 
recorded in November for Iuenhaden, the 

. trends were similar for all three species; 
the peak lnonth of abundance was May. 
The sand squeteague (Cynoscion 
arenarius) occurred mainly from June 
through September with a peak in July. 
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Two species, the spotfin whiff (Citharichthys spilopterus) and the gaff topsail 
catfish marina), had a limited seasonal distribution, occurring only 
in July and August. The hardhead catfish (Galeichthys felis) also had a 
limited seasonal distribution, from August through October. White shrimp 
(Penaells setjierlls), as already noted, occurred extensively, with the major 
period lasting fronl July through November • 

• 

, 
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RED TIDE INVESTIGATION 

William B. Wilson, Chief 

Ina year marked by heavy rainfall large numbers of the red tide 
organism, GYlnnodinhul1 breve, . and some fish mortality, the Inethodical 
planning which produced the field study project for Tampa Bay and adjacent 
Gulf waters has shown its value. This systell1atic sampling program is pro,. 
viding the most inforznative series of dat<L on record with respect to the 
hydrographic and planktonic conditions within a red tide area. The complex 
sequence of hydrographic events preceding. accolnpanying. and following 
red tide outbreaks has never been clearly defined. The Tampa Bay area 
field project represents an essential first step toward obtaining this type 
of information. 

Several new environmental factors are now being followed ~
alkalinity. total nitrogen. calciuzn, and silicon; The first three constitu
ents are definitely important to the metabolism of G. breve. The analysis -of field water samples should indicate to what extent these factors may be 
growth.limiting or stilnulating in nature. 

Research at the Gal-
. . 

veston Laboratory has progress-
ed steadily in regard to defining 
the vitamin and trace element 
requirements of G. breve. Work 
on the nutrition of the organisln 
has been considerably facilitated 
by the development of a virtually 
inorganic rnediuzn. This impor
tant step makes possible critical 
experiments to determine the 
importance of carbon and/or 
nitrogen-containing cOlnpounds 
to the growth and reproduction of 
this protist. We have also con
tinued to investigate the effects 
of telllperature, light, and sa
linity in terxns of growth and sur
vival of G. breve. - The screening of organic 
compounds has been continued in an . 

Pipetting aliquots from a field 
sample for G. breve counts. -

effort to find a substance which will have practical value as a poison for the 
red tide dinoflagellate. During the year over 4,000 cOlnpounds have been 
tested for toxicity to G. breve cultures. A nuznber of these seem to be even -more toxic (per unit weight) than copper sulphate, the classical algaecide. 
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Physiology of the Florida Red Tide Organisrn 

David V. Aldrich 

Effects of ternperature and salinity on growth and survival of Gynmodiniu:m breve 

cultures The growth and survival of pure cultures of G. breve at various -salinity levels in the laboratory have been found cornparable to extended field 
study results. The organisrn see1I1S unable to tolerate fresh or brackish water 
and thus probably subsists offshore between red tides. 

Currently salinity is being considered in conjunction with two other 
ecological factors -- telIlperature and light -- in an effort to deterrnine how these 
factors rnay interact to favor or inhibit the growth of G. breve. -We have established that the laboratory optirnUlIl growth range of tern ... 
perature for G. breve lies between 15° and 30° C. In these experim.ents parent -
cultures were grown at 25° C. and provided inoculurn for new cultures which were 
then exposed to the teIrlperature to be tested. Since this Inethod obviously Inay 
involve abrupt temperature changes, the results lnay suggest too restricted a 
toleran~e range to provide information as to absolute limiting temperatures. 
Subsequent studies have been designed to evaluate the iInportance of (1) accli
rnation of esta.blished dense populations to gradual temperature changes and (2) 
growth ternperature of parent cultures as a factor influencing growth and Bur
vival tolerance ranges of newly-inoculated cultures. Although equipment failure 
has prevented the completion of experiments of the first type, it is apparent that 
G. breve can tolerate slow telnperature variations better than rapid ones. In a -
6_week study of the parent growth-temperature influence, cultures inoculated 
with cells grown at 25 ° C. grew to peak population in 3 weeks at 25 ° and 19· C. 
Such cultures showed reduction of population at 150 C. after 6 weeks, while at 
12° C. most tubes contained no living organisrns after 10 days. Cultures in
oculated with cells grown at a temperature of 19 0 C. grew slowly at 25 0 and 
19° C., showed population loss at ISO C., but survived more than 3 weeks at 
12 ° C. The difference in survival time at 12 ° C. suggests a strong parental in
fluence, but the siIuilarity of results at 15° C. do.es not seem to support this 
hypothesis. More work along the lines indicated above is in progress. 

We have nearly cornpleted an experiment in which three levels of 
teluperature, salinity, and light have been mixed (in the 27 possible cornbina
tions) and tested for growth and survival of G. breve. The results should give -
SOllie indication of how these three factors interact to deterrnine environmental 
suitability for G. breve. -
Carbon utilization by G. breve cultures The culture work of W. B. Wilson 
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which an added.substance serves as ali energy source will be directly related 
to its ability to prolong survival in the absence of light. Seventeen carbohydrates 
(arabinose, ribose, xylose, rhamnose, fructose, sorbose, cellobiose, lactose, 
lnaltose, lIlelibiose, sucrose, trehalose, lIlelezitose, and raffinose) acetate, 
citrate, glycerihe, urea, casein hydrolyzate, . liver concentrate, bacterial ex
tract, lIlold extract, soil extract, and lnangrove extract have been tested, each 
being individually added to established cultures which were then kept in dark .. 
ness. To date no COlllpound or Illixture has been found to support G. breve pop
ulations in the absence of light, even when the transition frolIl light to darkness 
is lIlade gradually. At this early stage of the work there is no evidence that 
this organislIl can derive energy directly froIll any source other than light . 
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Isolation of dinoflagellates for pure laboratory cultures. 

Effects of light on growth and survival of G. breve Since light is definitely - , 

an ilIlportant and possibly the sole energy source for G. breve, we are cur_ -rently investigating the response of this dinoflagellate to various wave lengths 
and intensities of light. 
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Cultures exposed to artificial light intensities in excess of those 
used in our previous culture work (I, 000, as compared to 500 .. 600 foot_candles) 

• 

showed no more rapid growth than previously obtained. This suggests that under 
our present culture conditions, light intensity is probably not a growth-~imiting 
factor. At the 200 foot-candle level, however, no growth occurred and popula
tions declined. 

Growth studies in which newly-inoculated cultures were exposed to 
fluorescent, incandescent, indirect daylight, ultraviolet, and infrared radia
tion also indicated no definitely improved growth. Ultraviolet-treated cultures 
were so adversely affected that in 60 percent of replicate tubes no living cell 
could be found after 10 days. 

Individual mass cultures exposed to filtered light of various wave 
lengths but similar intensity, usually showed highest cell concentrations in 
blue or green light. This result suggests the action of a tropism. 

A similar but more marked response is evoked by polarized light, 
which seelns to concentrate many more organisms than does non-polarized 
light of the same intensity. A growth study using these two types of light is 
in progress, and cell counts to date suggest that polarized li r:ht may stimulate 
more rapid growth than ordinary light. 

• 
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Chemical Control K'q>erixnents 
• 2 2 

Kenneth T. Marvin 

• 

The systematic screening of organic cOinpounds to determine their 
relative efiective.ness as Gymnodinium breve toxicants was started in March 
1.959 . . This constituted the first phase of a program to find an effective chem.
ical means of controlling the extensive blooxning,a:nd thus the accOInpanying 
wid~spread damage of the red tide organisln. 

Control attempts have been Inade by dusting affected areas with 
copper sulphate. However, due to the gradual precipitation of copper in sea 
water, success by this means has been limited to localized areas and short 
periods of time. The chemical sought luust be toxic to G. breve at very low -concentrations and must not have the precipitating characteristics of copper. 
Also, it must be selective to an extent that it will not adversely affect COIn .. 
mercially ilnportant organi sms. 

Most of the chemicals tested are soluble in alcohol but not in water. , 
Therefore, they are placed, first in an alcoholic solution. From this, through 
a series of distilled water dilutions, the desired concentrations in G. breve -culture are obtained. The steps involved can best be demonstrated as follows: 

A B C 
1000 p.p.In.--> 100 p.p.m. --,~ 10 p.p.m. 

in alcohol t ~ ~ 
1 p. p. m. • 4 p. p. m. • 1 p. p. m. .04 p. 

1 p. p. Ill. 

\l 
m •. 01 p.p.m. 

----> 

The intermediate solutions, A, B, and C, are lnade with distilled 
water. Portions of these are added to G. breve cultures to give the concen--trations shown. After 24 hours an estimate is made of the changes in pop-
ulatiOIl (to the nearest 250/0) as compared to control cultures. All estixnates 
are based on 10 ml. of culture in 25 ml. soft glass culture tubes. 

Several source.s of error involved in this phase of the work could 
not be economically eHminated during a large .. scale control program. There .. 
fore, no attempt has been made to eliminate theln in the laboratory. Probably 
the Inost serious of these is that Inany of the cOInpounds tested precipitate or 
forIn an emulsion when converting froUl an alcoholic to a water solution. This 
can result in non-hoInogeneous intermediate solutions (A, B, and C) which in 
turn decreases the reliability of the final dilution figure. SOIne of the COIn_ 
pounds tested were not completely soluble in alcohol at the initial concentra .. 
tion of 1,000 p. p. m. (0. 1 ~). Evidence of these conditions are noted on the 
data card for the cOlnpound tested, but no attempt is Inade to correct for the 
dilution error. Several conditions exist that could lead to the Inisinterpreta .. 
tion of results. One is the possibility that SOIne of the cheInicals react with 
alcohol to give either more or less toxic products. For .this reason the tech .. 
niques and procedures used in the laboratory should be duplicated in any sub
sequent large-scale control work as closely as possible. Another is the fact 
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that many of the compounds being screened had been stored for several years 
at room temperature. The more unstable ones have, undoubtedly, undergone 
chemical changes that have varied their toxicity to G. breve as compared to -the fI:eshly prepared material. 

Mass cultures of G. breve for toxicity screening of organic compounds. -
Volumetric and weighing errors, contaminated glassware, and also 

variation in the condition of the test organislll affect the apparent levels of tox
icity. Results of 16 tests of copper sulphate shown were obtained on separate 
days and represent freshly prepared solutions, glassware, etc. 

Mortality in 16 replicate experiments at 6 concentrations of CuS04' 5H20 

Concentration Frequency at each percent 
p. p. In. 

CuS04'-;'H20 Cu ... g. at. Cull. 100 75 50 25 0 
, 

• 10 .025 .39 0 1 3 2 10 

• 12 .030 .47 7 4 1 1 3 

· 14 .035 .55 11 2 1 2 0 
• 

· 16 .040 .63 14 0 2 0 0 

• 18 .045 .70 15 1 0 0 0 
.20 .050 .78 15 1 0 0 0 
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To date 4,000 compounds have been tested. A summation of results 
as to the Inajor groups involved and also the toxicity range of the chemicals 
tested is shown in the table. 

Results of screening 4,000 cOInpounds 
Compounds Total Total toxic at: 
containing: ..j!.e sted . 01 p. p. m. • 04p. p. m. .10p.p.m. .40p.p.m. 1. 0 p. p. m . 

• • 
.i·~mlnes 856 19 83 117 242 328 
Nitro 496 1 8 27 79 117 
Phenol 236 8 29 49 95 127 
Mercury 28 6 10 12 13 13 
Sulfur 592 9 31 61 169 235 
Amides 228 3 4 11 35 42 
Cyanides 202 1 13 19 59 93 
Copper 32 0 1 2 16 27 
Quinones 13 0 5 7 7 10 

The present phase of the program will continue at least until the 
completion of our sea "water system. The holding tanks that will be included 
will allow us to keep an adequate nUInber of test organisms to be used in the 
second phase of the program, which will consist of determining the effects 
of toxic cOInpounds on commercially important organisIlls. 

Screening of organic conIpounds for toxicity to G. breve. -
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Field Chemistry 

Bi11ie Z. May 

'the chemistry laboratory has been routinely determining the follow_ 
ing chemical paraxneters for water saxnples from Taxnpa Bay and vicinity: 
copper, salinity, inorganic phosphate, total phosphate, and nitrate.nitrite. 
T·he analysis of copper was discontinued in December 1959 and analysis for 
inorganic phosphate in April 1960. Five new analyses have been undertaken, 
four by our laboratory and one tentatively scheduled to be perforDled on con· 
tract with the University of Taxnpa. The four new analyses are calcium, 
silicon, . , . and anunonia. Total nitrogen is to be undertaken by the 
University of a. At present the University chemistry department is 
refining the' procedure to be used in such all analysiS. Exp.erimental results 
indicate that we should be able to dispatch our first (April) saxnples to them 
for analysis within a short period. Jf preliminary results of those analyses 
are prilcticaland promiSing, the University of Taxnpa will continue to perform 
them until we are able to purchase the necessary specialized . equipment to 
enable onr laboratory to perform micro distillation. 

The total number of determinations for the period . of this report 
(these include regular standards run with the lInknowns) is: copper, 2,677; 
• alinity, 1,965; inorganic phosphate, 3,632; total phosphate, 3,595; nitrate_ 
Ditrite, 3,632; calcium, sUicon, a1kaUnity, 97 determinations each; and am
monia, 14 detenllinations. Sampling plan '3 call for the inclusion of anullonia 
from surface ~amples corresponding to salllplingfor total nitrogen, and as a 
result 14 of each are taken Dlonthly. The grand total of determinations above 
is 15,344. 

. 

Saxnpling for the parameters above was carried . out as follows: 
three depths at each station were sampled except for subarea 6 (the four off
shore. stations), where four depths were sampled, top, first .intermediate, 
secondillterulediate, and bottom. Casts were inade with a modified. Van Dorn 
water saxnpler described by Finucane- and May • . In this sampler water contacts 
only inert surfaces. such as plastic and rubber, avoiding Inetallic coutaxnination. 

Water samples for biological exaxnination were drawn off through a 
polyethyl~ne spigot, dispensed into 2-liter Erlenmeyer flasks, and rubber 
capped. Samples for copper were dispensed into 250.milliliter glass-stoppered, 
pyrex reagent bottle6. For salinity. water was diapensed into 4-onnce prescrip_ 
tion bottles capped with plamc. Inorganic p .hosphate, total phosphate, nitrate. 
nitrite, auunonia. and total nitrogen sea-water samples were dispensed into 
Z5 x ZOO milliliter pyrex culture vials . Clipped with poly. seal closures. 
Inorganic ph06phate, nitrate-nitrite, am.xnouia, and total nitrogen vials were 
immediately placed in a .20· C. deep freeze. Water 6a mples for calcium 
were taken in Z50.milHIiter reagent bottles • . Samples for alkalinity were 
taken in S-ounce flint.glan bottle6. capped with poly. seal closures • . Silicon 
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samples were dispensed into 4.ounce polyethylene bottles with polyethylene 
caps. All the glassware described above is previously chemically cleaned 
in the laboratory. Every effort is made by the laboratory to perfoI'm analysis 
of the samples as soon as possible to alleviate errors due to changing composj,.. 
tion upon lengthy storage. 

The copper content of sea water is measured in our laboratory 
colorirnetrically using the method of Hoste, Eeckhout, and Gillis. The chlor. 
o 

inity titration is carried out according to the classic Mohr silver nitrate titra 0 

tion. The corrected chlorinity thus found is used to determine the salinity 
• 

from the Hydrographical Tables (Knudsen). Both inorganic phosphate and 
total phosphate analyses are deternlined according to the method of Harvey. 
The method of Zwicker and Robinson as modified by Marvin for the estimation 
of the nitrate.nitrite content of sea water is used by our laboratory. 

Calcium. determinations take considerable tirne if they are performed 
according to the gravimetric method. The biologist must have the results 
quickly, and a great strictness is not absolutely necessary. One of the quick. 
est methods is the direct titration of sea water with the aid of EDTA (disodium 
ethylenediaminetetra ' acetate). This is the method we utilize. The concentrCl.a
tion of EDTA is such that titration in milliliters is equivalent to mg •• atoms/l. 
of calcium. 

Our laboratory measures silicon according to the method of 
G. A. J. Anl1strong. Alkalinity is rneasured according to the method of 
Thompson and Anderson. The pH of a sample. treated with standardized HCI 
is measured and the alkalinity calculated from suitable equations. The method 
of Wirth and Robinson is followed for' the estimation of ammonia. 

Determining pH for alkalinity 
measurement. 

o 
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Hydrology of Tampa Bay and Adjacent Waters , 

Alexander Dragovich 

In ecological studies of phytoplankton, simultaneous hydrological 
investigations are extrem.ely important since they provide data for com.par .• 
ison of the incidence. of phytoplailkton and physico-chemical characteristics 
of water m.asses. Hydrological characteristics of Tam.pa Bay and adjacent 
neritic waters are determined to study their relationship with the telnporal 
and spatial distribution of Gymnodinium breve, the Florida red tide organism. 

Up to January 1, 1960,the entire area was sam.pled regardless of 
the tidal stage; thereafter, all stationB ;n Tampa Bay and up to 3i m.i1es off
shore were sampled on high high tide + 1 hour. This adjustment perm.its bet. 

. - . 

tel" evaluation of seasonal changes in parameters. 

Temperatures From May 1959 through May 1960, 1, Z35 water tem.perature 
determ.inations' were lllade in Tam.pa Bay and adjacent neritic waters. The 
minim.nm water tem.perature (11.7· C.) was observed in January 1960 at sta. 
tion 5 in lower Tampa Bay, and the lnaximum(3l. 7· C.) wasr.ecorded in 
September 1959 at station 7, also in lower Tam.pa Bay. From. June 1959 
through February 1960 the vertical temperature variations in Tam.pa Bay and 
in neritic waters up to 40 miles offshore were slight. The exception to this 
was a sharp negative gradient recorded during Septem.ber at 40 m.iles offshore. 
A similar condition was observed ;n the same area during October 1958. The 
tem.perature of these cool bottonl waters ranged from Z3. Z· C. to Z4.5° C. while 
salinities varied from. 35.66%0 to 35.81%0. G. breve was absent in the sam.ples -collected from these waters. In March, April, and May 1960, during the 
period of vernal warm.ing, a negative vertical gr was formed, especially 
well pronounced in ZO .• 4O wiles offshore waters. 

COlllparison of the water teluperatures with incidence of G. breve 
. -

indicates that a relation to telnperature l11ay exist, especially during the 
• 

c old periods • . During the winter the telllperature of water ZO.4O m.i1es off. 
shore was higher than that of inshore waters. This may be iulportant in the 
survival of G. breve offshore. During February and March 1960 these tem.. -peratures were 4°.5. C. colder than during the corresponding period of the 

• preVlOUS year. 

Salinity Since sam.pling on high high tide ± 1 hour, the salinity data in 
Tampa Bay have varied inversely with rainfall. Results continue to show a 
horizontal salinity gradient with maximwn values in offshore areas and mini. 
mum. in upper Tam.pa Bay. The salinity m.axi mwn (36.400/00) was recorded 
at 40 m.iles offshore and at 80 feet depth while the mininlwn (lZ. 70%0) was 
in the surface water of upper Tam.pa Bay in March during the period of 
m.axim.wn fresb..water discharges for 1960 • 

• 
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Rainfall (June 1959-April 1960) 
Precipitation in inches. Figures in parenthesis 

June July Aug. 
Tampa 9. I'3 7.29 10.44 

St. Petersburg 

Tampa 

St. Petersburg 

(7.77) (B. 11) (B.06) 

10.60 
(6.13) 

Dec. 

2.25 
(1. 96) 

2.95 
(2.06) 

13.12 
(B. 94) 

Jan. 

1. 32 
(1. 99) 

1.48 
(2.44) 

9.54 
(9.16) 

Feb. 

3.70 
(2.50) 

4.12 
(2.94) 

represent normal values. 
, L : 

Sep. Oct. Nov. , 
8.49 6.26 1.02 

(6.45) (3. 14) (1. 04) 

B.67 
(B. 52) 

Mar. 

11.00 
(3. 12) 

7.75 
(3. 18) 

B.59 
(3.49) 

Apr. 

1. 66 
(2.51) 

6. 16 
(2. B6) 

1. 26 
(1.7B) 

There were two outstanding features in the distribution of salinities 
in Tampa Bay and adjacent neritic waters. First, Tampa Bay salinities are 
affected by thexnassive fluviatile discharge during the rainy season. The in
cidence of G. breve in Tampa Bay during the onset of the rainy season varies -considerably from year to year. For example. during March 1959. the month 
of record rainfall (12.64 and 11. 33 inches). G. breve was absent in the sam
ples from Taxnpa Bay. In March 1960, durU;-g similar rainfall conditions 
(11.00 and 7.75 inches), concentrations of G. breve varied from 0 to BO,OOO/l. 
The fact that during the 6 months preceding March 1959 red tide blooms were 
absent, while during the same 6 months in 1960 there were blooms of G.breve, -suggests that the size of a G. breve population may be important for its sur--vival in Taxllpa Bay during the onset of a rainy season when a drastic reduction. 
of salinity occurs. 

The second outstanding feature is the salinity difference between 
surface layers from 30 and 40 miles offshore in June and from 20 and 40 
miles in July and August. The data suggest that the existence of surface 
waters with slightly reduced salinity at 30 and 40 miles offshore is possible. 
A reduction of salinity in this area xllay be indicative of conditions favorable 
to G. breve. With the exception of April, froIn September through May the -surface salinities in the offshore waters were higher 40 xniles offshore than 
at 30 miles offshore. In April the reverse situation occurred, the values 
being 35. 14%0 and 35.05%0. 

The vertical salinity structure in Tampa Bay and adjacent neritic 
waters showed a regular response to the fresh-water discharges in the sur
face waters, and the resulting haline stratification was evident throughout 
Tampa Bay. This effect was less obvious in the neritic waters. 
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Total and inorganic phosphorus Because phosphorus is an importallt nn· 
trient for phytoplankton. this element has been the subject of field studies. 
A prominent feature of both the total and inorganic phosphorus is the hori-
zontal distributional pattern which shows a maximum zone in central Taznpa 
Bay and rapidly diminishing concentrations seaward. The source of the high 
concentrations in TaznpaBay is river waters which flow over surface phosphate. 
bearing forlnations. AInong four rivers £lowing into Taznpa Bay the greatest 
contributor of phosphorus is the Alafia River. 

Vertical distribution 
of phosphorus in lower Taznpa 
Bay and up to 10 mileS' offshore 
shows peaks at the surface. sug. 
gesting that the source of"phos. 
phorus may have been discharge 
waters. At ZO miles offshore 
this enrichment was noticed only 
on occasions. while at 30 to 40 
miles offshore there was only 

• 

slight evidence of it. 
Although the annual 

amonnt of total and inorganic 
phosphorus entering Tampa Bay 
varies. a general seasonal pat
tern exists. in which the great
est pnportion of phosphorus is 
introduced at the beginning of 
the rainy season. Most of the 
phosphorus in Tampa Bay is in 
inorganic form (61-94 percent). 
The proportion of organic phOSe 
phorus increases seaward 
from the mouth of Tanpa Bay 
but rarely exceeds that of in . 
organic phosphorus. An ex
ception occurred during the 
outbre ak of red tide in Septero-
ber, October. and NovelIlber, 
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1959 when organic phosphorus represented as much as 78 percent of total 
phosphorus. 

The phosphorus data show no signs of the seasOnal buildups ob
served in northern latitudes. 
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Nitrate.nitrite nitroien The cODcentrations of nitrogen in 
1,080 s varied from 0.0 to 1.8 .,.g. ~t. 11. In 87.7 percent ofobaerva. 
tions the al nitrate.nitrite nitrogen ranged from O. 1 to 0.5 
.,.g. at. /1. I in 12.9 percent it was above 0.6, while in 4.4 percent there were 
no me?BUrable s. l'hisindieates that T?lIlpa B1LY and adjacent Deritic 
waters poor in nitrate nitrite compared to other marine areas such 
as the Gulf of Maine, the or the Ar Sea. The seasonal 
distribution of nitrate.nitrites seems to be very irregular. No relationship 
was observed between the illcidence of G. breve and - , 

In view of the low level of nitrates and nitrites encQlIJntered awl the 
accepted importance of the nitrogen cycle in physiology, we 
.have collected surface samples for the determination of a",monia total 
nitrogen since April. 

S?lIlpling and determinations al , calcium, and silicon 
were also started in April. At present we have insufficient da.ta. to delineate 
the seasonal or areal patterns of these parameters • 

• 

• 

• 
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Field Ecology Relating to Red Tide , 

John H. Finucane 

Geographical distribution As a continuation of our sampling program on the 
ecology of GywnodiniUill breve within a majot -drainage area, stations were , -

occupied monthly in Tampa Bay and adjacent neritic waters. Since June 1959 
a total of 1,223 water samples were examined for the presence of G. breve 
and associated phytoplanktm.. Of these samples, 46 percent contained G. breve. 
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The 1959 red tide outbreak 

started during the last part of Sep
tember and continued thraligh Nov
ember. The initial patteln of dis .. 
tribution was siomilar to the 1957 
outbreak with blooms of G. breve -first occurring outside the islands. 
The first fish kill was reported 
September 29, offshore from St. 
Petersburg Beach. The greatest 
observed numbers of G. breve 
.(480,000-1,330,000 per liter) were 
fOllnd in the neritic waters 3 .. 10 

-miles west of Egmont Key, Sep .. 
tember 30. By October there was 
a rapid decline in both nllwbers 
and incidence ' of G. breve, 10 .. 40 
miles west of Egxnont Key. This 
was particularly noticeable at sta.
tions 10 lIliles offshore where the 
numbers dropped frOIa 1, lZO, 000 
per liter in September to less than 
100 per liter during October. The 
coastal waters north of Egmont Key 
to Clear water had a high count of 
only 33, 000 per liter as compared 
to 540, 000 per liter at the stations 
south of Egmont Key to Venice the 
same month. The .last recorded 
fish kill during this outbreak oc .. 
curred October Z2, 1959, 3 miles 
we st of Egmont Key. 



. 

The incidence of G. breve decreased in Tatnpa Bay and the near-
• ~ 2 . 

shore waters during Novelnber, but bloOlllS of this organisln to 400,000 per 
liter still occurr.ed 10 miles west of Egmont Key. Following the advent of 
weather fronts accom.panied by lower water telnperaturesand turbulent sea 
conditions, G. breve incidence and numbers declined during December 1959 
and January1960. . 

From February to April 1960 G.· breve increased again in numbers 
_ ,2 . 

and distribution. In March, 35 IIdles west of Egmont Key, abloom of 
6. 3Z0, 000 per liter was observed. Scattered dead fish extended 15 .. 35 miles 
offShore. No further fish kills were reported in April and May. The highest 
population encountered at that time waS Zl,OOO per liter 10 llliles west of 
Egmont Key. 

Vertical distribution The lllajorityof water samples still showed the 
i i d 

greatest numbers of G, breve on or near the surface in the relatively stable -offshore waters. In shallower neritic and estuarine waters where mixing of 
the entire water col1l!nn may occur, surface and subsurface counts were siIu_ 
ilar. This was especially noticeable from February through April 1960. Dur_ 
ing a Z4 ·hour vertical migration study of G. breve, conducted in an area 3 
miles west of Egmont Key, October 6 anl'1, 1959, no definite diurnal pattern 
was shown at a depth of Z6 feet. Unstable weather during part of the satnpling 
period Inay have influenced results. 

The neritic nature of G. breve was indicated by its presence to 
depths of lZ3 feet in numbers ra'iiging' from 1,000 .. 16,100 per liter, 40 miles 
west of Egwont Key, Novelnber 1959 and March 1960. 

Seasonal occurrence Organisms were present -in the nearshore and offshore 
Ii dE 2 2 . 

waters throughout the year duringnon-.bloolll periods, the greatest incidence 
and numbers occurring from September to Decelllber 1959 and frOlll February 
through March 1960. G. breve was completely absent from the. middle of 
Tampa Bay except during the blooms of September .. October 1959 and February
March 1960. This suggests that G. breve is priIllarily a neritic organism found 

. -_ '2 i 

in estuarine waters olily when special conditions exist. 

Observati~~ ~ , ~atur the distribution of 
sms were gener pre s, ranging 

from appr: 30.35%0 during blooms. Waters having values less than 
Z4S0 did not contain blooms of G. breve in Tatnpa Bay. While salinity may -have served as a barrier for G. breve in estuarine waters, it does not nor--mally seem to be a limiting factor in neritic waters. 

Water tentperatures above ZZ "C. seen1 to be favorable for blooms 
ofG. breve with the optimlllll around z6".ZS"C. How.ever, during February 
ancrMarch 1960. dense populations of G. breve developed at temperatures 

. _ 2 2 

between 15·.1S"C. Since G. breve has been observed in waters as cold as 
9°C., low water temperatures normally lnay not be an absolute limiting 
factor for the existence of this organisln. Telllperatures below 14°C. and 
above 30·C. may inhibit blooms. 
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Associated phytoplankton Diatoms were abundant in the spring and surn-
E 2 

mer. and both diatoms and dinoflagellates during the fall and winter in neritic 
and e ·stuarine waters. G. breve was one of the dominant dinoflagellates during 
1959 and 1960. - , 

Bloollis of Prorocentrum mic,ans and Ceratium furea occurred dur_ 
2 2 ! 22 • 

ing November and December 1959 in Tallipa Bay. For the first tiIne during 
this investigation, blooms of Gymnod!ni!"IU . splendens were present March 29. 
1960, in upper middle Ta:mpa Bay. These blooms followed periods of 
abnormally high rainfall and ph08phate values. 

SkuJaeUa erythraeum continued to be the dominant blue-green alga 
in the surface waters £rOIn Ta:mpa Bay to 40 nlUes west of Egmont Key dur_ 
ing the 811 lIl1Iler and fall of 1959. 

Numbers of G. breve per milliliter 10.40 mUes west of EgIJ10nt Key -
MUes 

out Jun. 
. 

10 1 S. 
l/. 

P 
2 0 
3 0 

(48) 0 

20 1 S. o 
o 
o 
o (79) 

· 30 1 S. 0 
o 
o 

(102) 0 

35 1 S. 
1 S. 

40 1 S. 0 
o 

3 0 
(123) 0 

Jul. 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
P 0 

o O. 1 
o P 
o P 
o P 

o P 
o P 
o P 
o 0 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

1959-June 19 

1959 

320 
1120 

40 
12 

10 
26 
12 

6 

P 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
{) 

o 

• 

Oct. 

0 
0 
P 
0 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

Nov. 

400 
160 
40 
30 

1.6 
2.4 
0.4 
2.0 

Dec . Feb. 

20.0 P 48 
0.9 0 150 
P P 20 
P P 25 

2.8 0 115 
1. 9 P 68 
1. 5 P 10 
1. 5 P 0.8 

0.6 P 1 114 
0.6 O. 1 P P 
0.1 0.1 P 1.2 
o O. 1 0 2.6 

13 
8 
9 
7 

o 
o 
o 
o 

P P 
o 0 
o 0 
P 0 

----------------------------

1960 
Mar. 

180 21. 0 P 
26 0.4 0 
22 0 0 
16 0 0 

220 3.2P 
5P P 
4 0 0 
8 P 0 

800 0.6 P 
8 0 0 

0.8 0 0 
20 0 0 

6320 
1230 

300 2.4 P 
70 P 0 
20 0 0 
16 0 0 

1/ S equals surface; number in parenthesiS equals bottom depth in feet. -
2/ P equals leu than O. 1 per milliliter. -
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EFFECTS OF e:NGlNEERING PROJECTS ON ESTUARIES 

Ronald C. Naab 

Value of the estuarine areas as nursery grounds for many major 
marine species is well established. Biological effects of water development 
practices will likely be extensive. Unfortunately, our present state of knowl
edge does not permit an accurate prediction of the effects on marine fishery 
resources resulting frout changes in the natural conditions of .the estuaries. 

Though they cannot be evaluated with , it may be appro. 
priate to mention several foreseeable changes to be wrougJit by water develop.
ment projects and presage estuarine effects. The most obvious alteration of 
present cCk.ditions will be reduction of streamflow through greater consnmp_ 
tive use and increased evaporation rates owingto the exposed surface area 
of reservoirs. A reduced inflnx. of freshwater Inay alter the suitability of 
estuarine areas by increasing salinities; by varying saHnity, circulation, 
and interchange patterns; by reducing inflow j)f land-derived nutrient mate" 
rials needed for primary productivity; by lessening silt load aI)d deposition; 
by diminiShing turbidity; and by draining of ambient marsh area through 
lowering of river levels. As thepopuiatioll increases industrial and 
agricultural interests expand, it is logical, in view of present facilities, to 
anticipate an increase in pollutants entering the estuaries with the remaining 
runoffs and waste waters. Influence of the inshore waters on the hydrography 
and food cycles of offshore waters is not clearly defined but presents yet an
other factor to be considered in assessing the effects of drastic modification 
of river systems their associated estuaries. 

The Trinity River of Texas affords an excellent example of the 
many extensive water development programs contemplated for the major 
watersheds entering the Gulf of Mexico. From its headwaters north of the 
Dallas.Fort Worth area in northeast Texas, the Trinity River flows south.. 
easterly over 300 miles tenninating in Trinity Bay, a segment of the Galveston 
Bay system. The Trinity River. the largest tributary of the Galveston Bay 
estuary, is one of the major factors determining hydrologic conditions in 
the Bay. 

TraverSing the most densely populated areas of the state, the 
Trinity's waters are presently subjected to consi\ierable exploitation for m1lnic. 
ipal, agricultural. and industrial interests.hnpoundments near the headwaters 
supply the major share of water for the cities of Dallas and Fort Worth. 
SJJ1aller cities, cOJJlbined with agricultural ami industrial concerns. place 
a further drain on the flows throughout its lower reaches, and Houston, . the 
metropolis of Texas, does plan to acquire Trinity waters in the near future 
to satisfy itsrlsingfresh.water needs. 

In 1955 the Trinity River Authority was created to guide water dev. 
elopment throughout the Trinity River drainage. The TRA devised a master 

plan based on the premise that all of the rnnoff of the Trinity River and its 
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tributaries that can be regulated economically will be required in future years 
. . . 

for development in the watershed. This master plan propos.es construction of 
. 4 large water supply reservoirs on· the l11ain stein of the river and 13 smaller 
reservoirs on tributary streams. At present there a·re about 14 relatively 
SInail reservoirs on the watershed located mainly in the Dallas.Fort Worth 
region. The Livingston Dam to be constructed by the City of Houston is one 
of the main stem structures outlined in the TRA plan. This reservoir will 
eventually be coupled with a smaller cOlnplementary impoundinent near the 
mouth of the Trinity River serving essentially as a salt-water barrier. 

Federal agencies, as the Bureau of Reclamation and U. S. Corps 
of Engineers, are considering further utilization of Trinity River stream 
flows. The United States Study Conunission has as its purpose the formula-
tion of an enduring water ,supply and control program for the entire state of 
Texas. Large variations in climate prevail in the state, and n~ra1Iy the 
available· fresh-water supply is most critical in the semi.arid to arid southern 
and western regions. One suggested Ineans of alleviating this condition is diver. 
sion of a portion of the "surplus" runoffs from the Inajor rivers to the seln;' 
arid lands. The Trinity is a major river of the state and is included in those 
proposed for flow diversion. Surplus runoff is apparently considered as all 
non-exploited flows entering the estuarine systems. 

A further reflection of the expanding population and econoony is 
• 

illustrated by the increaSing numbers .0£ navigation and general construction 
projects which. also modify the Gulf of Mexico estuaries and their suitability 
as marine habitat. Addition, realignment, and maintenance of navigation 
channels associated with the Intracoastal Waterway are projectS' frequently 
submitted for evaluation of effects on marine fishes. General construction 
projects is a term encompassing such items as smail fills,· mineral drilling 
facilities, pipeline crossings, wharf construction, and others generally having 
Ininimal effects on rnarine fishery resources. 

Channe.1ization dredgjng of a 
typical Gulf of Mexico bayou 
to illustrate the placelnent of 
spoil as usually proposed (A) 
and to maintajn marsh habitat 
(B). 

• , 
! 

• 

A. 
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Major alteration of water circulation and interchange through seg .. 
mentation and "canalization" of the estuaries and tributaries by channels and 

._ I ' 

adjoining spoil banks is considered the m.ain danger of navigation proJects, 
aside from the actual phySical loss of habitat. Proposed channel alignment 

spoil placement with resultant canalization' of a typical bayou estuary are 
shown in Section A of the accompanying figure. To minimize loss of marsh 
areas and alleviate sloughing of spoil into the original channel and trib'ul. 
taries,alteration of the spoil dispos'al areas could be Inade siInilar to seg_ 

• 

ment B of the figure. 
The individual project in the general construction category is 

usually not sufficiently extensive to be considered detriInental. However, 
through sheer numbers they may produce serious cUInulative encroachment 
upon available and apparently adequate estuarine areas. 

Accurate evaluation of· the effect of engineering projects upon 111arine 
stocks is seldom possible with present insufficient knowledge, by areas of spe .. 
ciesutilizationand hydrological effects. Lacking accurate evaluation data, 
we ofteri can only recomInend p]an changes, where practicable, that will Inini
mize alteration of present conditions. 

, 

, 
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Biological and Hydrological Studies for the Corps of Engineers 
Mississippi River.Gulf Outlet Project. Louisiana 

• 
Dr. Kenneth M. Rae. Texas A & M Research Foundation 

(Contract No. l4..l7_00B-,119) 

An earlier report (Texas A&: M Research Foundation Report 
59-2.1 T, September 1959) sununarized the hydrological and meteorological 
data obtained prior to June 30, 1959. In Septelnber 1959, a new contract was 
entered. under which the 'scope of the program was broadened to include biolou_ 
gical studies in the project area. 

The immediate objective of the biological investigations was a pre_ 
liminary analysis of the Illajor biological components information on the 
distribution of the fauna in that re gion which might 'be influenced by the engi
neering project. It can be asswned from the hydrologicalobservatiolls so far 
made that any environmental changes introduced by the engineering project 
will be towards the fresp-water complex of Lake Borgne or towards the lllore 

. saline,'complex associated with Breton Sound. By comparing the fauna and 
the relative abundance and growth rates' of selected species jn saltier and 
fresher parts of the systenl some forecast of the effect of such changes should 
become possible. 

The project area which comprises a complicated system of lakes, 
ponds, and bayous was. therefore, divided into three major sub-'areas, each 
designed to be as nearly sel.f..contained hydrologically as possible (see figure). 
Salinity was a major determining factor in this division. Sub-area 1 (Bayou 
Dupre Complex) is characterized by a low salinity range (1.0_6.5%0) and is 
taken as being representative of the fresh water environment stelluning froIn 
Lake Borgne. Sub-area 3 (Lake Eloi-Lake Athanasio Complex) is located at 
the southeast of the project area and is typical of the higher salinity conditions 
(9. 2.-18. 01Jl,o) as it is under the influence of the waters of Breton Sound. Sub- . 
area 2. (Bayou St. Malo Complex) has a salinity intermediate between the other 
two (2.. 3 .. 9. 8%0). 

. 

Four or five stations were located in each of the three sub-are.as. 
the object being to sample at each station at lei!lst once every 10 days. 

Various types of gear were eInployed to obtain representative samples 
of the population. A l2.-foot otter trawl of standard design with a cod_.end mesh 
of l~ inches was towed behind a small shrim.p boat. Standard hauls of 10_minutes 
duration were made at each station. A small 3_foot shrim.p try_net (lIB-inch 
mesh) was also used to salIlple the smaller animals. This net was hauled for 
5 minutes at each station. A rectangular dredge (mouth opening 16 x 15 inches 
covered with ~inch wire screen) was used to collect the bottom animals ' such 
as oysters, clams, and other mollusks. The dredge was dragged behind the 
boat for 3 luinutes at each station. Zooplankton samples were obtained by tow. 
ing a i-me nylon plankton net (NO. 6 mesh) behind the boat for 5 minutes. 
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Portion of the Mississippi River.Gulf Outlet Project from Paris Road to 
Breton Sound showing the boundaries of the three biological subareas. 
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Some experimental sampling was done with a small mid-water trawl to col.. 
leet the melIlbers of the macroplankton that were not captured by the ordinary 
slow_speed plankton net. 

Unfortunately, the number of animals taken by the sampling gear 
was lower than expected. Considerable pooling of data from the various sta
tions is necessary for statistical treatment .of the data. However, as the 
dredging of the channel was proceeding rapidly, it seemed wiser to retain a 
standard method of collection _ and so obtain inter_comparable results _ than 
to lnodify the collecting gear. Again due to liInitations in tj me, SOlne selec. 
tion of aniInals for more intensive study was necessary. Eillphasis has been 
placed on the fish, shriInp, crab, and oyster populations. Special attention 
is also being given to the distribution and the growth rates of selected species 
which are common to all three sub-areas. 

Altogether 22 boat trips were made between October 1959 and May 
1960. A total of 279 stations were occupied during this period. At these st<>a_ 
tions the follOwing numbers of hauls were made: 

Otter Trawl Try Net Dredge Plankton Net , 

261 247 256 269 

Forty.nine species of bOlly fish were collected in the project area. 
These species represent 45 genera and 31 families. The total number of fish 
collected was 6,473. Of these fish 43 percent were taken in sub-area 1; 23 
percent were taken in sub-area 2; 34 percent were taken in sub-area 3. Of 
the 49 species collected, 3 were found only in sub- area 1; these were Ictalul"uS 
furcatus, Alosa chrysochloris, and Pogonias cromis. Seven species were 
found only in sub-area 2; these were Syngnathus sp., Lucania parva, Cyprinodon 
variegatus, Mic gulosus, Mollienesia latipinna, Lepisosteus productus, 
and Menidia sp. species found only in sub-area 3 were Spheroides sp., 
Synod on foetens, Polydactylus octollenlUs,B e marina, Caranx latus, Gobiesox 
strumosus, Chaetodipterus faber,Etropus crossotus, Astroscopus y.graecum, 
and Dorosollla petenense. 

Seventeen species of fish were COllUIlon to all three sub-areas; these 
were Gobiosoma bosci, Cynoscion arenarius, Galeichthys felis, Micro,eogon 
undulatus, Trinectes lnaculatus, Leiostomus xanthurus, Bairdiella chrysura, 
Anchoa mitchilli, Citharichthys spilopterus, Paralichthys Ie Achi,rus 
lineatus, Brevoortia patronus, Cynoscion nebulosus, Prionotus sp •• Lagodon , 
rhomboides, Symphurus sp. and Gobionellus sp. 

Probably more species of fish will be added to each of the above 
. . 

categories as analysis of the catches continues. It is interesting to note that 
approx; mately 35 percent of the fish collected are euryhaline. In addition to 
infornlation on seasonal abundance and spatial distribution, size.frequency data 
have been cOll1piled for the lllore abundant series. 
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The white shrimp (Penaeus setiferus) and brown shrimp (Penaeus , 
aztecus) constitute the major part of the shrimp population while the grass 
shrimp (Palaemonetes pugio) cOlnprise a small fraction. Of the 3,024 shrimp 
collected 64 percent were white shriInp; 28 percent were brown shrimp and 
7 percent were grass shrimp • . Fink shrirnp (Penaeus duorarum) were absent 
from the collections. About 50 percent of the white shrimp were found in 
sub-area 3 while sub_areas 1 and 2 had 36 percent and 14 percent respectively. 
The brown shrimp were more evenly distributed; 40 percent in sub-area 2, 
32 percent in sub_area 1, and 28 percent in sub.area 3. When the white and 
brown shritnp are combined, the percentage contribution of each sub_area 
was as follows: sub-area 1 _ 35 percent; sub-area 2. 22 percent; and sub
area 3 _ 43 percent. The white shrimp showed one peak of abundance in 
October: very few were taken in December 1959 and only two were taken 
between January 13 and March 9, 1960 in the three sub-areas. The brown 
shrimp, on the other hand, showed two peaks of abundance, one in November 
1959 and the other in May 1960. 

Two species of crab are cOrnmon in the collections, the blue crab , 
(Callinectes sapidus) and the mud crab (Rhithropanopeus harrisii). The former 
is by far the more abundant. A total of 2,082 blue crabs were caught and their 
distribution by sub-areas was as follows: sub-area 1 _ 56 percent, sub-area 
2 _ 24 percent, and sub-area 3 • 20 percent. Despite considerable fluctuations 
in abundance between samples, there was no clear_cut seasonal periodicity 
in the crab population. Their catchability does, however, appear to be re
lated to the short-term changes .in local salinity. Growth studies based on 
carapace .. width are now being undertaken for each sex separately. 

Emphasis has been placed on four common species of rllollusks: 
the oyster (Crassostrea virginica), the mussel (Brachidontes recurvus) and 
the clams (Rangi.acuneata and Mulinia lateralis). Other species identified in 
the collections were the gastropods: Littorina irrorata, Littoridina spbinctostoma, , 
Nassarius vibex; and the pelecypods: Congeria leucuphaeta, Martesia smithi, 
Spisula solidissima and many others. Despite their tolerance to salinity varia
tion, some mollusks showed preferences for certain environmental conditions. 
For instance, ~. virginica and ~. recurvus were taken exclusively in sub-area 
3, while~. cuneata was taken only in sub. areas 1 and 2. Mulinia lateralis 
was found in all three sub-areas with the greatest abundance in sub-area 1. 

The zooplankton was rich in variety and showed one pronounced 
peak in abundance throughout the area in April. The copepod, Acartia tonsa, 
was the dominant species but ctenuphores, coelenterates, polychaetes, and 
crustacean larvae were also common during the spring. For aminife r ,ans, 
chaetognaths, cladocerans, euphausians, Iny-sids, . ostracods, heteropods, 
appendicularians, fish eggs, and larvae occurred spasmodically. However, 
24-hour series of oxygen Ineasurements undertaken by Dr. Odum and his col
leagues from the University of Texas and further "light and dark bottle" experioo 
mentshave confirmed our earlier conclusion that the water mass is surpris_ 

ingly low in primary production. 
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In addition to the biological investigations, the hydrological work 
has proceeded according to schedule. Continuous or daily observations have 
b~en made at the Hopedale base and regular visits at intervals of 7 to 10 days 
have been mad.e to the sub-stations scattered over the project area. As pre' 
viously, the routine n1easurenlents at each 'station have included temperature, 
salinity. turbidity, pH, oxygen content and total phosphOrus. Direct current 
Ineasurelllents have been nlade at selected stations ch~ges in f1.ow have 
been measured over Z4..hour periods and correlated with prevailing wind. 
Plotting the depth profiles of the waterways with the Raytheon D 119 has also 
been continued. Meteorological data have been obtained from recording instru-
ments at the Hopedale Laboratory . by extr from the local "Weather 
Maps." Wrter.level traces have been provided by t:be Corps of Engineers 
from their tide gauges at Hopedale and Shell Beach. 

, . 
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SP ECIAL REP OR TS 

Gross Comparison of First NalJplii of Three Penaeid Shrimps 

William C. Renfro 

Studies of abl1ndance and distribution of COlnme rcial and related 
shrimps during their larval a.nd post.olarval developlnent requil'e positive 
identification of all species taken in systematic collections. Where several 
overlap in occurrence, the problem of separating them becomes acute since 

. .. 

all appear very similar at corresponding stages of early development. 
. Unfortunately,penaeid larvae and post-larvae have been the sub

ject of very little descriptive and cOInparative investigation. Such work 
is the:tefore being given considerable attentiOfl along with studies of larval 
shrimp abundance and .distribution in the Galveston area where at least 10 
penaeid species may be expected to occur. To date, all pertinent material 
has been secured by hatching eggs spawned in the laboratory by ripe female 
shriInp shortly following their c.apture. 

Comparative photomicrographs of the first nauplii of three com.. 
mon penaeid species. the pink shriInp, Penaeus duorarum; brown shriInp, 

• 

~. aztecus; and. seabob, Xiphopeneus kr4yeri. are shown. The pjnk shrimp 
speciInen was obtained from the University of Miami where descriptive studies 
of this species were conducted under contract. Those of the brown shriInp 
and seabob were hatched at the Galveston Laboratory from eggs of known 
parentage. 

As would be expected, the three species are very similar at 
this stage, each having pyriform bodies, a pair .of posterior furcal spines, 
a small anterior ocellus, a small spine inserted posteriorly on the dorsal 
mid-line, and three pairs of appendages. The first appendage on either side 
(first antenna) is finger .. shaped and, except for the seabob, bears five setae 
plus a spike. like spine at its distal end. The seabob Nanplius I differs 
frOln the other two in not only having a sixth seta on the antero .. ventral 
surface of its first antennae but also in being distinctly hump_backed in 
lateral aspect. The second and third pairs of appendages (second antennae 
and mandibles, respectively) in all three species are very similar in shape 
and setation. Color differences noted in living specilnens disappear after 
preservation in formalin solution. 
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Differences in size between the seabob and the two Penaeus 
species are obvious in the photographs. However, these organisms are 
slnall. and such features becolne apparent only when Nauplii I of several 
species are available for cOInparison • . Except for some rather subjective 
features, e. g. , the more slender body and appendages in ~. duorarum, 
brown and pink shrimp are almost impossible to separate at this stage. 

.- . 

. . . 
~ .. ' ." . . ' . " . 

. . ~·: .. E:;; ·;::·F ... 

Penaeus aztecus 

Approximately 70X. 

' ....•... ,.. . ....•...• 
. . . . . ' 

Penaeus duararum Xiphopeneus kr,syeri , 

• 
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Copper in Taxnpa Bay and Adjacent Neritic and River Waters 

Alexander Dragovich 

Laboratory experiInents of William B. Wilson have shown that the 
minunUIIl dissolved copper' lethal to GYlImodiniUIIl breve (using cultures of lethal 
concentrations) is about 0.5 luicrograxn atoms per liter (0.03 ppm.). The high 
toxicity of low concentrations of copper suggested that this element might possibly 
be a liIniting factor in the growth of G. breve in natural waters. From 1955 until - . 
October 1958 water samples for copper analyses were collected from the Florida 
Keys, north to Tarpon Springs. (These data are fragmentary and spread over 
a large area.) Recent saxnples frorn Tampa Bay, tributary streaxns, and ad_ 
jacent neritic waters up to 40 rniles offshore provide more continuous data and 
encompass a smaller' area. 
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trations were observed in the rivers and 
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ilg. at. 11. with an average of 0.03 Ilg. at. /l. 
The frequency distribution showed that in 
64 percent of the samples, copper varied 
from 0.02 to 0.03 p.g. at. 11. ; in 25 percent 
from 0.04 to 0.09 Ilg. at. II.; in 11 percent 
from 0.00 to 0.01 }log. at. II.; and in 0.2 per_ 
cent of the . samples the copper concentra
tions were O. 10 }log. at. II. Excluding riv_ 
ers, the maxunurn copper values were ob_ 
served at 10 miles offshore during the red 
tide outbreak of October 1959. From cen
tralTaxnpa Bay to 40 miles offshore the 
mean copper concentrations varied slight .. 
ly and irregularly. Copper concentrations 
in 87 percent of the samples were below 
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the copper value of 0.003 ppm. or 0.05 
jLg. at. II. which was reported for sea water 
by Goldberg in 1957 . 

.copper has shown no seasonal variation as observed in the English 
Channel or in San Juan Channel, Washington. The occurrence of monthly peaks 
was irregular and different in each section of the investigation area. 

If we accept 0.5 jLg. at. /1. of copper as the minimum lethal value to 
G. breve and 0.03 jLg. at. /1. (or even the maximal value of O. 10 fl.g. at. /1. ) 
'is the ;"alue representative of the entire investigation area, the data suggest 
that the natural levels of copper in Tampa Bay and adjacent neritic waters are 
not immediately toxic to G. breve. 
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Brown Shrinlp Mo.velllents 

Anthony Inglis 

To investigate the lllovelnents of brown shrimp, Penaeus aztecus, in 
Galveston Bay, Z4,338 shrimp marked with biological stains were released in 
Clear Lake from May 18 through May ZZ, 1959. Last year's annual report de
scribes techniques employed. Following the last release of stained shrimp on 
May ZZ, the upper Galveston Bay area and Clear Creek watershed were deluged 
with rainfall of Z to 3 inches in lZ hours. As a result, little or no bait shrimp .. 
iDg was carried on during the first Z days following the final release. There
after, weather conditions returned to normal and bait-shrimp fishing rapidly 
increased throughout the bay area. reaching a peak in July and August. 
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Chart of the Galveston Bay area. 

A total of · 3Z8 stained shrimp 
was recovered over a period of 71 days 
frOIn May ZZ through August I, amount .. 
ing to a 1. 3 percent recovery. About 
99.5 percent of the recoveries were made 
in the first 30 days after release and the 
remainder in the following 1. 5 months. 
Slightly more than 78 percent of the re
coveries came from the area of release 
(Clear Lake and the Seabrook Channel 
inllnediately off the mouth of Clear I.ake 
to Beacon No. 4-- a distance of Z. 5 
miles). Almost 5 percent were taken 
north of the. release area. in upper 
Galveston Bay and Trinity Bay, while 
16 percent were taken south of the re_ 
lease site, including part of upper Gal
veston Bay and all of the lower bay. Al
most 1 percent was taken in Gulf waters 
south and southwest of Galveston. The 
data are summarized according to area 
of recapture by 10-day periods. 

The directionlt of movements based on total recoveries are shown 
diagramatically. During the first IO-day period there appeared to be a rapid 
movement of shrimp southward to the vicinity of Galveston Harbor. This could 
partly be due to the flushing effect of the heavy rainfall. mentioned above, reM 
suIting in strong outflowing currents in the Clear Lake and upper bay areas. 
By the end of the first period 5Z percent of the recoveries had been made, of 
which slightly more than 6 percent were from outside of Clear Lake. During 
this period six unverified recoveries were reported from the vicinity of 
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Galveston Harbor as well as one froln west of the Galveston causeway, a dis
tance of 27 Illirles from the release site. Unverified recoveries are not in
cluded in the tabulations. 

Recoveries by areas by 10-day periods 

Areas 
1st 
No. 

Release site 160 

North of site -
South of site H) 

Gulf 

48.8 

.. 
3.0 

0.3 

2nd 
No. 

81 

9 

.. 

eriod 
% 

24.7 

2.7 

11.0 

.. 

3rd 
No. 

15 

7 

· 7 

.. 

~th~-~7~t~h------------~ 

eriod eriod 
% . No; 0/0 

4.6 

. 

2.1 ... 

2. 1 .. 
2 0.6 

Totals 
-=~ 

No. --,%:;:... __ ~ 

256 78.1 .· 

16 4.8 

53 16. 1 · 

3 0.9 
- --~--- - ------------_ ._----- -_ .. 

I 

171 All areas 52. 1 126 38.4 29 · 8.8 2 0.6 328 100 

During the second 10-day period slightly more than 38 percent of the . 
recoveries were noted. (nine s)uimp were taken north and 36 were taken south 
of the release area.) Thu.s, by the end of 20 days, 90 percent of the recoveries 
had been taken, suggesting a rapid outward movement from Clear Lake with .. .. 
relatively little tendency to linger in the bay. During the third 10 .. day period, 
when less than 9 percent of the recoveries were ulade, the recoveries were · 
evenly distributed betwee.n the release area and the rest of the bay. The 14 
shrimp recoveries in the bay were, in turn, evenJy distributed north and south 

• 

of the release area. After the third 10-day period, two recoveries were made 
in the Gulf. They were caught 61 and 71 days after release 125 and 145 miles 
frolll the release site. 

The complete absence of returns from East and West Bays, in spite 
of relatively high fishing effort as shown in the table, strongly suggests that 

• • • 

brown shrimp from Clear Lake and possibly upper Galveston Bay do not move 
through these two bays in their Gulfward migration • 

. 

Vessel fishin effort in Galveston Bay, May_July 1959 -------------- --~~~--------May . June . Jul 
Percent Hours Bay area Hours 

------~--------~-------
Release site 75 

North of site 2 

South of site 388 

West Bay 14!1 

East Bay 100 

All areas 706 

10.5 

0.3 

55.0 

20.0 

14.2 

100.0 

232 

30 

601 

126 

134 

I, 123 

67 

Percent 

20.7 

2.7 

53.5 

11.2 

11.9 

100.0 

Hours 

342 

107 

1,474 

500 

618 

3,041 

'-::P=-e-r-c-e-n":"t 

11. 3 

3.5 

48.5 

16.4 

20.3 

100.0 
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· 
The higher.than ... expected returns h'om the area north of the release site, 
including lower Trinity Bay, indicate a definite dispersal of'br.own ·shr:i:znp 

· . 
from Clear Lake in this direction. ' The cause of this Illovement toward the 
head of the bay system calUlot be explained at the present time. Unfortu .. · 
nate1y, the bays and inshore Gulf waters of Texas were closed to fishing . 
operations by commercial shrimp trawlers (excluding bait fishing) for the 
45.day period from June 1 to July 15. · Thus, no recoveries would be ex
pected frolll this area. . 

• 

The shrimp were sorted prior to staining into two size groups, 
the smaller (87.8 percent of the releases) were stairied with a green dye and 
the remainder, the larger, with a blue dye. The green shrimp accounted 
for 90.5 percent of the total recoveries. Most of ·the blue shrimp recovered 
were returned within the first 10 days. However,. green.stained shrimp were 
recovered over a longer period of time. This may indicate that the larger 
size group moved seaward sooner than the smaller. 

An indication of ' growth can be see~ in the incre.asing size of the 
recoveries with time (shawn in the figure below). However, estimates are 
probably mkimal because as. shrimp grow larger there is a general move
ment back to the Gulf • 
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Identification and Di~tribution of Pink Shrimp Larvae , 

C. P. Idyll, F~F. Koczy, Albert C. Jones, 
M. O. Rinkel and Sheldon Dobkin 

University Of Miami Marine Laboratory 
(Contra~t No. 14-17-008-113) 

Study of the larval"history of the pink shrimp, Penaeus duorarum, 
. was begun January I, 1959 • . ·trom·July 1, 1959 to June 30, 1960, 11 cruises 
were made to theOry Tortugasfishing grounds and to Florida Bay to collect .. . 

shrhnp larvae. Four of these' cruises were made On oceanographic research 
vessels to study watercur.rerit.s in the area. In addition, plankton tows were 
made in the .inshorewaters 6fEverglades National Park and in the channels 

.. 

. between the Florida Keys. A .total. of 860 tows was made, and the pink shrimp 
larvae from 720 6f these have been counted and classified according to stage. 

- . . . . 

The eggs and the larval stages of the pink shrimp have been de-
scribed and illustrated, .aDd al"eport on this phase of the research has been 
submitted to the BureaubfC<>nUnercial Fisheries for publication. The first 
six larval stages wel"e described frOlll specimens reared fronl eggs. Rearing 
experiInents were successful in raising larvae through the five nauplial stages 
and into the first protozoeal stage. Larvae could not be . raised beyond .the 
first protozoea even with the use of antibiotics and various .food cultures. The 
remainder of the stages were described from preserved material collected in 

. . . 

plankton tows. This waj> possible since only one species of the genus Penaeus 
is known from the Dry Tortugas area. Comparison of t~e larval stages of P. 

- - , -
duorarum with those of the white shriInp, ~enaeus setiferus, and with post-
larvae of the brown shril1~p • • Penaeus aztecus; . was made and will help workers 

.in areas with more than one species of Penaeus to identify these species col .. 
lected in their plankton tows. . 

. . - - -

Systematic sampling 6f the Tortugas fishing grounds and Florida 
Bay is being carried but to determine the spawning season and the spawning · 
area of the pink shrimp. The results obtained to date indicate that spawning 
takes place throughout the year but is IlloSt intensive from .June through . 
September . . Spawning appears to be restricted to offshore waters from about 
12 to 25 fathoms. Nonauplii or protozoea have been taken in inshore waters 
of less than 8 fathoms although postlarvae are present at these shallower sta
tions. Five and six rostral spine postlarvae are the youngest stages which 
have been found in Whitewater Bay estuary. Three and four rostr.al spine 
post1arvae are the oldest found on the fishing grounds or in Florida Bay. 

In general, the average numbers of pink shrimp larvae taken per 
successful tow have been small. Intensive spawning, as indicated by larger 
numbers of larvae. has been found on the northern boundary of the controlled 
fishing area. Another station, close to the northwest boundary of the fishery, 
has not been sampled during the SUIIllIler spawning season but has had mod
erate numbers of larvae present during the winter. 
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Diurnal migration is a widespread phenomenon among planktonic 
organisms • . An understanding of diurnal distribution is necessary to develop 
an accurate sampling system for measures of abundance and mortality rates. 
It is well known that adult pink shrimp are nocturnal and usually burrow into 
the bottom during the day. Reactions of the planktonic larvae to light were 
determined froIH a com.parison of the catches of day and night tows. Few 
pink shrimp larvae were found in day surface tows, but they were Illore abun
dant at night. Mid-depth and bottom tows at night had more nearly equal 
numbers of larvae as compared with day tows. Postlarvae were generally 
more abundant than any other stage at the surface in both day and night hauls. 
Protozoea were more abundant than any other stage in mid-depth and bottom 
hauls. 

The current system in Florida Bay and on the fishing grounds is 
being studied todeterznine how shrimp larvae reach the nursery grounds. The 
main currents in this region are the tidal currents. Consequently, at each 
current station a minimum of Ii tidal cycles nlUst be observed to get the COIIl
ponent of the perznanent current. Current crosses were utilized to follow the 
paths of a water parcel over a given time period. Their position at various 
times over the tidal cycle was determined in relation to a fixed navigation aid 
or an anchored radar reflector. Both surface crosses, two meters below the 
surface, and bottom crosses, three meters above the bottom, were used. In 
addition, Inodified Carruthers Illeters have been used to measure currents 
within 6 inches of the bottom. 

The data obtained thus far are preliminary because of the scarcity 
of stations and of seasonal and yearly coverage. The water currents at most 
stations are a classic example of a tidal ellipse. ~he total tidal excursion 
between any two tidal turning points is about S miles, which gives a tidal cur
rent of a little less than I knot in a nearly east-west direction. The per
manent currents . are generally less than one-tenth knot. Bottom currents are 
in the same direction as and of lower Inagnitude than the surface currents. 

Measur.eIIlents indicate the existence of a westerly perIIlanent cur
rent in this region. Only a few stations had an easterly current. Moreover, 
their speeds were so slnall, cOInpared with the overall accuracy of the IIlethod, 
that it would be more appropriate to attribute a zero velocity to these stations . 

. The existing westerly currents cannot transport the larvae from the spawning 
area towards the shore, a distance of 100 zniles in an easterly direction. Even 

, 

if the current direction were reversed, the distance could only be traveled in 
about 1,000 hours, or roughly 6 weeks. 

All lneasurelllents have been carried out under essentially easterly 
and southeasterly wind conditions. This lunits the results to weather, of this 
type, which is the prevailing one throughout the year. During an easterly 
wave (westerly wind conditions) occurring during winter, the current flow 
pattern IIlay be reversed. 
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LIBRARY 

Stella Breedlove 

With the addition of 1,320 items during the past year, the library 
collection now totals 6,596 items, including books, journals, Inagazines, re .. 
prints, and reports. There were 262 volumes added to the book collection and 
76 volumes added to the nlicrocard collection. During the year approxim.ately 
90 government offices and laboratories were contacted for official publications 
relating to fisheries. Interlibrary loans for the year show a decrease. The 
unbound Inaterial in the library was transferred to Princeton files, providing 
additional space. Total shelving in the library measures 436 linear feet. 

Statistical summary of library collection 

Books 
Journals 
Journals (unbound) 
Reprints 
Institutional 
Other 

1 957 . .!1 
1009 
III 

Total items 

1/ Inventory not cOlIlplete. -

On hand Additions 
1958 .. !1 1959 1960 
1015 1226 262 

187 274 8 
420 514 177 
983 1284 290 

1597 428 
381 155 

5276 1320 

On hand 
1960 
1488 

282 
691 

1574 
2025 

536 

6596 
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SEMINARS 

Ecological studies of East Lagoon. Ray Wheeler 
Effects of salinity on shrimp. Jolm VanDerwa1ker 

" .. _._-------

Statistical inference via a representative jnvestigation. Joseph H. Kutkulm 
Plankton pigments in East Lagoon. Zoula P. Zein· Eldin 
Parasites of fishes. William B. Wilson 
Effects of copper ore On the ecology of a lagoon. Kenneth T. Marvin 
Anesthesia in fishes. Wm. McFarland. Inst. of Marjne Science. U. of Texas 
Theories of dinoflagellate aggregation. David V. Aldrich 
P1ankton pigments in East Lagoon. Zoula Zein Eldin at Rockport 
Herring spawning in southeastern Alaska. Bernard E. Skud 
Research activities of the Central Marine Fisheries Institute of India. Sushil 

Kumar Banerji, Madras State, India 
• • 

MethOds of enumerating salmon in Alaska. Richard Straty, Burean of Commer. 
cial Fisheries, Juneau, Alaska 

The blue crab. Edward Crun 
Classification of "estuaries". Anthony Inglis 
Gas bubble disease in fishes. William Renfro 
General biology and toxicity of dinoflagellates. William B. Wilson at Medical 

School, University of Texas. 

MEETINGS ATTF:NDED* 
• 

Anlerican Institute of Biological Sciences, Penn. State College, Aug. (2) 
International Oceanographic Congress. New York, N. Y., Aug. (2) 

• 
Anlerican Fisheries Society, Clearwater. Fla., Sept. (4) 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries COllullission, Corpus Christi, Tex., Oct. (1) 
Atlantic Estuarjne Research Society, Virgjnja Beach, Va., Oct. (2) 
Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute, Nassau. Nov. (1) 
Texas Shrimp Association, Corpus Christi, Tex., Jan. (1) 
National Canners Association. Miami Beach, Fla., Jan. (1) 
North American Wildlife Conference, Dallas, Tex •• Mar. (4) 
Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission, Mobile, Ala., Mar. (1) 
Atlantic Estuarine Research Society. New Hol1and. N. C., May (2) 
Southeastern Fisheries Association, Clearwater. Fla., May (1). 

*Attendance shown in parentheses. 
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PUBLICATIONS 

* A. and M. College of T Department of Oceanography and Meteorology. 
1959. Hydrological studies for the Corps of Engineers' proposed 

Mississippi River .. Gulf Outlet Project, Louisiana (Report 
1). A. and M. Project 210, Reference 59 .. 21 T, 24 pp. , 
105 figs. (processed) 

Aldrich, David V. 
1960. The physiology of fishes, edited by Margaret E. Brown. 

fA revievif]. Transactions of the Anlerican Fisheries 
Society, vol. 89, No.3, p. 316. 

Aldrich, David V., and William B. Wilson 
In press. The effect of salinity on growth of G):mnodiniUlubrev,e Davis. 

Biological Bulletin. 

Caldwell, David K., J. B. Siebenaler, and Anthony Inglis 
1960. SperIl1 and pigmy sperIl1 whales stranded in the Gulf of 

Mexico. Journal of Mammalogy, vol. 41, No.1, pp. 136 .. 138. 

Chin, Edward 
1960. The bait shrixllp fishery of Galveston Bay, Texas. Trans .. 

actions of the American Fisheries Society, vol. 89, No.2, 
pp. 135M 141. 

Costello, Tholnas J. 
1958. Marking shriInp with biological stains. Proceedings of the 

Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries Institute, lith Annual Session, 
pp. 1-6. 

Costello, Thomas J., and Donald M. AlJen 
1960 Notes on the Il1igration and growth of pink shrixnp, Penaeus 

duorarUIl1. Proceedings of the Gulf and Caribbean Fisheries 
Institute, 12th Annual Seuion, pp. 5-9. 

Finucane, John H •• and Alexander Dragovich 
1959. Counts of red tide organisIl1s, GYInll0diniulll breve. and 

associated oceanographic data from Florida west coast • 
• 

1954 .. 57. U. S. DepartIl1ent of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Special Scientific Report-MFisheries No. 289, 220 pp. 

Fleminger. AbrahaIn 
1959. Distribution of Calanoid copepods in the Gulf of Mexico. 

[j...bstracfj. International Oceanographic Congress. 1959. 
Preprints. Anlerican ASsociation for the Advancelnent of 
Science, WaShington. pp. 153-154. 
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Gates. Jean A., and William B. Wilson 
1960. The toxicity of Gonyaula! monilata Howell to fish. Linmology 

and Oceanography, vol. 5, No.2, pp. 171 .. 174. 

**Hulings, Neil C. 

* 

1959. A comparison of the recent Ostracod faunas of the Gulf of 
Mexico and the South Atlantic coast of the United States. 
UbstraciJ. International Oceanographic Gongress, 1959. 
Preprints. American Association for the Advancenlent of 
Science, Washington, pp. 158-160. 

Iversen, Edwin S., and Raymond B. Manning 
1959. A new lIIicrosporidian parasite from the pink shrimp (Penaeus 

duorarum). Transactions of the American Fisheries Society, 
d E 

vol. 88, No.2, pp. 130 .. 132. 

Kutkuhn, Joseph H. 
1960. Handbook of computations of biological statistics of fish pop .. 

ulations, by William E. Ricker. [}.. review7. Transactions -
of the American Fisheries Society, vol. 89, No.2, pp. 244.245. 

Larsen, Charles M. and Bernard E. Skud . ~ 

1960. Techniques for studying herring scales and otoliths. U. S. 

May, Billie Z. 
In press. 

Naab. Ronald C. 
1960. 

Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife SerVice, Bureau 
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Progressive Fish-Culturist, 
vol. 22, No.2, pp. 85-86. 

Stabilization of the carbohydrate content of sea water samples. 
Linmology and Oceanography, vol. 5, No.3. 

Principles of fisheries development, by C. J. Bottelnanne. 
[}.. revievj]. Transactions of the American Fisheries SOciety, 
vol. 89, No.3. p. 317. 

*Reintjes. John W., J. Y. Christmas, Jr., and R. A. Collins 
1960. Annotated bibliography on biology of American menhaden. U. S • 
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